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WHEN A TROUBLED TEENAGER
HITS BOTTOM AND TURNS TO YOU,
TURN TO THE WILSON CENTER!

THERE'S HOPE, THERE'S HELP AT
THE WILSON CENTER PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
AND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER°

• Specializing in the most difficult adolescent and young adult
psychiatric and chemical dependency problems.

• Caring intermediate to long term hospitalization/residential
program on a beautifu140 acre campus includes a nationally
accredited private school.

• Over 300 employees serve the unique needs of our 80 patient
population.

• Two decades of successfully treating and guiding young people
toward happy and productive adulthood.

BE PREPARED .. CALL TODAYFOR A

FREE BROCHURE DESCRIBING OUR

UNIQUEAND COMPREHENSIVE

SERVICE. ~

THE WILSON CENTER
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

Faribault, Minnesota 55021
Call:

800-328-4873 (Outside Minnesota)
507-334-5561 (Inside Minnesota)



EDITOR'S COMMENT

WHAT IS AN OR- reservation deadlines in
GANIZATION'S for- New Orleans. A notice
mula for excellence? appears on page 28. Be
Usually, it is linked to sure to mark your calen-
evaluatingwhat it dars early for EAPA's
does and looking for 19th National Confer-
ways to build on past ~ ence. EAPA's Board of
successes. This is Directors and staff
EAPA's ambition as it

~~~0~ o erence look forward to seeing
plans professional-de- you in New Orleans!
velopment activities
for our 19th National OUR SECOND
Conference, scheduled ~ `~~a e a~ THEME in this issue is
for October 21-24 in "Managed Health Care,
New Orleans, Louisiana
at the Hyatt Regency.
The EAP field is still cutting its teeth in terms of profes-

sional development, but the PDH process is already integral
to how our National Conferences are tailored. PDHs were
offered for attendance at workshops in Baltimore last year
for the first time. A number of workshops were standing-
room-only, and the enthusiastic reception by CEAPs ex-
~ceeded even the most optimistic expectations. This year,
the conference Program Committee, chaired by Mardee
Beckman, has assembled an impressive compilation of
workshops that builds on 1989's maiden voyage into pro-
fessional development. Professional development, it bears
mentioning, is a major thrust of EAPA's pursuit of excellence.
Pages 21-28 provide promotional coverage of our 19th

National Conference and include the schedule of work-
shops. Of special note, conference manager Judith Evans
asks that EAPA members be mindful of the hotel room-

Revisited." The Ex-
change, under its previous title of THEALMACAN, pub-
lished an extensive series of articles about this at-the-time
new phenomenon in its May 1988 issue. There was confu-
sion then among.many EAP practitioners about managed
care's philosophies, goals and practices. Now, two years
and two months later, the EAP's role has become clearer
and many programs are operating more from a position of
strength than defensiveness. Seven pages of coverage pro-
videthe details.
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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

t has been a year since ALMACA
passed into history and EAPA was
born. From the perspective of the

National Office, the change has been
much more than just a formality. It has
enabled the association to continue to
progress and grow. During the year,
EAPA has broken the 6,000-member
barrier, implemented the recertifica-
tion system, developed new program
standards and a monograph on managed
behavioral health care, increased
our public-policy and education &
training efforts by establishing net-
works of members who share those
special interests, and a wide variety of
other accomplishments.
One major project started duringthe

past year was the development of a
chapter officers manual. In 1987, an
abbreviated version of the manual was
published. At the chapter presidents
meeting during the 1989 National
Conference in Baltimore, staff was
asked to prepare a complete manual.
The chapter presidents explained that
the number of activities being underta-
ken by EAPA is increasing. In fact, they
said the activities are becoming too
numerous for them to carry out with-
out more specific direction from the
professionals in the National Office
with experience in association man-
agement. So, right after the National
Conference, Associate Director Judith
Evans and I involved national staffwith
the drafting of various parts of the man-
ual. Since we had hired Bob Chal-
lenger to develop our education &
training capability, we decided to tap
into his skills to shape the manual into
a viable training document.

In order for the chapter officers man-
ual to be relevant to the needs and ex-
periences of the chapter officers, we
wanted to maximize input from the
current chapter officers. Therefore, the
chapter officers were asked to rieet
with staff at the regional confereno~ to
review the draft. Since not all chaK~ter
presidents could attend their regional
conference, and the Central and Cana-
dian regions did not hold conferences

"The program for the
1990 National

Conference has been
carefully designed to

allow the opportunity to
earn more PDHs..."

this year, the draft was mailed to each
chapter president with a request for re-
viewand comment.

have three comments about the
timetable in which the manual is being
developed. First, this issue of the Ex-
change provides a description of events
planned for October's National Con-
ference in New Orleans, atwhich time
the manual will be available for the
training of newly elected chapter offi-
cers. Second, an added feature that
was not included in the 1987 version
will be guidelines for the regional con-
ferences. These have been reviewed
by the regional representatives and
will be circulated to chapter presidents
in June and July. Third, this is the time
of year that you, the membership, will
be approaching people to be chapter
officers for terms which will begin this
fall. l want potential candidates to
know that the manual will be available
to help them.

had the opportunity to attend all
three regional conferences this year.
They each reflected local issues. For
many years, ALMACA/EAPA policy
has been to plan regional conferences
to focus on local and regional issues,
while the National Conference plan-
ners focus on national issues. At the
same time, the administrative and
business tasks of running the regional
conferences are the same as for the
National Conference, except that the
latter is run on a larger scale. So, the
office staff has to take on the same ad-
ministrative and business responsibili-
tiesfor the National Conference, but is
available to lend technical expertise
for the regional programs.

mentioned that one of the accom~
plishments of EAPA during the past
year has been the implementation of
the CEAP recertification process.
While PDHs are available from many
sources, the chapter meetings and the
national and regional conferences are
probably the major source. The pro-
gram for the 1990 National Confer-
ence in New Orleans has been. care-
fullydesigned to allow the opportunity
to earn more PDHs than was possible
in Baltimore last year. In my conversa-
tions with members during the,past
few months, it has been repeatedly re-
ported to me that since the PDH sys-
tem has been instated, monthlyeduca-
tional presentations at chapter meet-
ings have been more focused on EAP
issues. This was one of the goals of the

MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
E(~PLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

T HE
DRYDEN
FILE II
O MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEWFACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND

24 Minutes

A NEW ENDING.

Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape(all formats).

Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase

Motivision, Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road

Purchase Price $495 U.S. Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Plus Shipping Call (914) 684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF

"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!"
SELF-REFERRALS.

TO ENCOURAGE
LENGTH: 8 MINUTES.
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Employee Assistance Certification
Commission (EACC), and credit
should particularly be given to Jesse
Bernstein, who headed the EA,CC sub-
committee.

It almost goes without saying, how-
ever, that if chapter meetings are going
to continue to have quality programs,
there has to be strong chapter leader-
ship. This need is something to keep in
mind as the chapters pick their new of-
ficers for the terms starting in the fall.
EAPA is also having national elections
this year. Obviously, committed vol-
unteersare the lifeblood of any profes-
sional association, and I urge all of
EAPA's voting members to complete
and return their ballots that you re-
ceive in August.
Of course, PDH courses are not the

only chapter responsibility. Chapters
were the focus of community EAP ac-
tivity before PDHs, and still continue
to be. One especially important activ-
ity is outreach to the community.
Many chapters have provided speakers
to and worked jointly with other pro-
fessional organizations. These include
not only the traditional health care
professions, but the associations of
benefits professionals, human re-
source administrators, and quality
control specialists, to name a few.
Chapters have had successful pro-
grams with chambers of commerce
and central labor councils, and these
should be continued. Often civic, so-
cial, fraternal and other groups are
looking for speakers. The press is
another area to which EAPs should be
promoted. Just a5 Brad Googins is
chairing a national strategic planning
committee, chapters can plan strategi-
cally to promote EAP throughout their
communities. These are all challenges
to chapter officers. And don't forget,
someone has to arrange for the meet-
ing room and do the mailing, too.

am looking forward to the confer-
ence in New Orleans for many
reasons. The National Conference is
always an enjoyable opportunity for
me to see friends whom I have not seen

EAPA EXCHANGE JULY 1990

in a year. There are so many critical
EAP issues which are going to be the
subject of workshops, special-interest
meetings and speakers. It will be a
chance to wrap up "old business" and
thank the outgoing officers for their
leadership during the past year and
welcome the new. However, the first

opportunity to utilize the new chapter
officers manual for information train-
ing will be a unique milestone. Oh
yes, they tel I me the food down there is
good, too. ❑

FOUR EAPA CHAPTERS CONTRIBUTE TO THE
STANDARDS PROJECT

As reported in the June issue of
the Exchange, EAPA's new~pro-

fessional standards are Board-ap-
proved and being readied for publi-
cation. As the standards were being
developed, EAPA's 72 chapters
were approached to request money
to help finance the project. Four
chapters have contributed to the
project.
From the Southern Region, which

is represented on EAPA's Board of
Directors by Midgie Brawley, are
the Central Florida Chapter, South-
west Florida Chapter, and Tennes-
see Chapter. From the North Cen-
tral Region, represented by Janet
Deming, is the North/Central Wis-
consinChapter. Photos of the chap-
ter presidents are shown below.

Additionally, EAPA has received
pledges from three other Southern
Region chapters for contributions.

They are the South Florida Chapter,
Georgia Chapter and North Florida
Chapter.

National EAPA gratefully ac-
knowledges these contributions
and pledges. The standards project
is only partially completed, how-
ever. A "consumer guide," which
will complement the standards, is
now being prepared. EAPA chapters
are again requested to make financial
contributions to help defray the on-
goingcosts of preparation and publi-
cation. The standards documents will
be invaluable to EAP professionals
in their marketing, program develop-
ment, evaluation and associated
activities. We look forward to hear-
ingfromotherchaptersinterested in
contributing to the project.

Walt Chesser Judith Anderson Peggy Reynolds Lee Bouche
President President President President
Central Florida Southwest Florida Tennessee Chapter N/C Wisconsin
Chapter Chapter Chapter
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' WHEN Y0~1 NEED INFORMATION, WE'LL DO THE FINDING' ;
AND PRESENT YOGI WITH THE FACTS

~ FAPA's Resource Center, the EAP field's most authoritative titles you want. Write a check payable to "EAPA" for the ~
~ resource for complete information on any EAP-related total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to ~
~ topic, has updated its Subject Searches, previously called the right of each title. Mail the form with your check or ~

Rapid Response Searches, for 1990. The subjects continue purchase order to EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite i
~ to be listed in alphabetical order, but have been broken 1001, Arlington, VA 22203 i
~ down by the Content Areas that constitute the EAP Scope ~
~ of Practice. 

Advance payment or a purchase order is required, but
~ telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to Ameri- ~
~ Here's how to order. Check the boxes to the left of the can Express. i

~ TITLE PR[CE ❑Ethics ........................................................ 8.00 Special Offerings j
1 Work Organizations ❑Evaluation/Benchmarks ...................... 39.00 1
1 ❑Implementation ..................................... 9.00 ~ Fact Sheets/Complete Sets Only ...... ] 5.00 ~
~ ❑Drug Testing ........................................... S 14.00 Absenteeism ~❑ Incidence/Prevalence ........................... 6.00 ~❑ Drug Testing Bibliography ................. 5.00 Consumption Data ~❑ Insurance/Health-Carej ❑Drug Testing Cost Benefit Dollar Impact/Workplace Use ~

Utilization ............................................. ]8.00 ~Analysis ................................................ 4.00 Drug-Free Workplace Regs ~~ ❑Managed Care/Alternative~ ❑Drug Testing State Laws ..................... 4.00 EAP Response ~Therapies .....................................:...... 5.00 ~~ ❑Employer Antidrug Programs ............ 9.00 ~ Managed Care/Cost Employer Investment in EAPs ~
~ ❑Law: Anti-Drug Abuse Act Federal Employee Programs ~

Containment ...................................... 1.1.00 ~(Summary) ......................................... 6.00 Four Most Prevalent Workplacei ❑Managed Care/E'APs ............................ 6.00
~ O Law: Drug-Free Workplace Act ......... 6.00 Drugs 1

❑ Managed Care/HMOs, PPOs .............. ] 8.00 ~
~ ❑Law: Duty to Warn ................................. 10.00 ImpacUJob Performance
~ ❑Law: Privacy Act '74 .............................. 7.00 ~ Managed Care/Overview ..................... 7.00 

Measures i
❑ Managed Care/Utilization ~

~ O Law: Testing Overview ......................... 11.00 Incidence PrevalenceReview.................................................. 7.00 1
❑ Law: Voc Rehab Act '73 ....................... 7.00 Positive Conse uences of EAPs 1~ ❑Management Information q ~

1 ❑Law: Voc Rehab Act'74 ....................... 5.00 Termination Versus Treatment
~ Systems ............................................... 8.00 1
~ ❑Management Overviews/ Testing/Civilian Workplace 1❑ Marketing ................................................. 8.00 ~1 Barriers ................................................ 14.00 Testing/Military Workplace❑ Needs Assessment ............................... 7.00 1
~ ❑Policy ........................................................ 18.00 .. Workforce 2000 ~
1 ❑ Productivi 1 ].00 ~ Pricing EAP Services ............................ 5.00 ~

~ """"""""""""""""""""""' D Procedures/Practice/Process ............. 14.00 1i~ ❑Unions and EAPs ................................... 22.00 ~ Selectin EAP Contractor ................... 4.00 ~❑Work and Families/Child Care .......... ] 5.00 9 Costof Searches S ~

~ ❑Work and Families/Eldercare ............ 6.00 ~ Staff/Organizational Non-EAPA members ~
1 Development ..................................... 22.00 add 50% surchar e ~❑Work and Families/General ................ 12.00 9 1

❑ Supervisory Training ............................ 18.00 1

~ Human Resources Development ❑Utilization ................................................. ]8.00 ~
~ Sub-Total S
~ ❑Benefits/Manager's Guide ................... 7.00 EqP Direct Services 1
~ ❑ Benefits/MH, CD .................................... 9.00 ~~ ❑Aftercare .................................................. S 7.00 ~
D Benefits Overview .................................. 7.00 Virginia Residents ~

~ ❑Assessment ............................................. 6.00
~ ❑Career Development ............................ 20.00 Add 4.5% Sales Tax ~

❑ Counselor/Becomin Trainin 7.00 ~ Diagnosis ................................................. ] 1.00 ~
~ 9. g .........1 ❑Stress/Job-Related ................................ 19.00 ~
~ ❑Fitness for Duty ...................................... 24.00 

TOTAL S i~ ❑Handicapped .......................................... 34.00 ~ Worksite Wellness Promotion ............ 26.00 '

j❑Minorities ................................................. 21.00 Chemical Dependency and Addictions NEE ~
~ ❑Training of EAP Practitioners ............. 12.00 ~ Drug Types/Effects ............................... 14.00 ~

jEAP Folicy and Administration ❑Illnesses With Substance Abuse ....... 8.00 ~
~ ❑Relapse ..................................................... 1 ].00 Membership Category i
~ ❑Case Load ............................................... 6.00 ~

D Case Management ............................... 5.00 ~ Symptoms/Signs ...:............................... 8.00 ~
i ❑Troubled Health-Care Providers ........ 9.00 ~
~ ❑ Casefinding ............................................. 12.00 ORGANIZATION ~
~ ❑Confidentiality, Final Rule ................... 9.00 ~ Troubled Professionals/Euecutives .. l 1.00 ;

~ ❑Consortia ................................................. 14.00 Personal and Psychological Problems ADDRESS i~ ❑Contract Services .................................. 5.00
~ ❑Cost Benefit Anal sis How to ❑Job Loss .................................................. 12.00 ~

Y ( ) .......... 9.00 ~
~ ❑Cost BenefiUCost Effectiveness ........ 43.00 ~ Mental Health .......................................... ] 6.00
~ ❑ Referral ..................................................... 14.00 PHONE ~
~ ❑Cost Containment ................................. 19.00 ~
~ ❑Cost ImpacVOffset ................................ 17.00 q~so of Interest i
~ ❑Drug Testing/EAP Perspective .......... 10.00
1 ❑ EP+P Competencies ............................... 7.00 ❑Audiovisual Reviews ............................. 26.00 ' 1

~ ❑ EAP History ............................................. 5.00 ❑Contract Sample (Vendor) .................. 5.00 0~ ~

1 ❑ EAP Internal/External D County/Municipal EAPs (List) ............ 7.00 i
~ ❑ EAP Pro ram Forms ............................ 14.00 ~a~ r~(Assessing) ........................................ 7.00 9
iQ EP+P Organizational InFluences .......... 6.00 ~ ~ Salaries ........................................... 5.00

~ ❑ EAP Issues and Trends ......................... 5.00 ❑Gambling/South Oaks Screen .......... 4.00 ~

j❑ EAP Models/Essential ❑ IYIDA Drug Testing Guidelines .......... 7.00 e •

~ Ingredients ... ❑State Resources/Services .................... 14.00 ~,` be~ ~Q~r~~ ....................................... 22.00 1
~ ❑ EAP Models/Influences ........................ 34.00 ~OJ ~~5 ~
~ ❑ EAP Rationale ......................................... 24.00



UPDATE ON
CERTIFfCATION

A Short Verse on How PDHs are Posted

ver the last three months, the
EACC has mailed annual main-
tenance fee invoices to CEAPs

certified during the._springs of 1987,
1988, 1989. For those CEAPs who are
recertifying by earning Professional
Development Hours (PDHs), as of
March 31 included with each bill is a
l fist of trai n i ng that-had k5een cred ited to
the person.

This is in keeping with the EACC's
practice of collecting annual mainte-
nance fees around the same time of
year that the CEAP designation was

_ conferred. It helps to spread the ad-
--^ ministrative responsibilities out over

12 months instead of having a single
"mad rush" each year.

With the mailing of invoices, the
EACC office usually receives some in-
qu'iries from CEAPs who are unclear
about the process by which records of
attendance at` PDH-approved course-
workare kept. The EACC would like to
explain.

All records are centrally maintained
in a computer databank in the EACC's
office at National EAPA. The informa-
tion is derived from ~ '/1-page dupli-
cate form. which beers the heading
"Training Attendance Record."

TRAINING ATTENDANCE
RECORD FORMS

When a sponsor of training receives
approval, the sponsor is sent a supply
of these Training Attendance Record
forms. CEAPs in attendance at the train-
ing are asked to complete the form for
PDH credit..On the form, the EACC
Approval Number, date of training,
number of hours and Content Area are
recorded for each block of training at-
tended. This brief form is the basis for
all PDH record keeping and CEAPs
need to obtain it from the sponsor for
each approved training event attended.

Immediately after the training, the
sponsor collects the forms from CEAPs
in attendance and sends them to the
EACC. The EACC then verifies that all
of the information on each form is cor-

EAPA EXCHANGE JULY 1990

rect. The data are then entered—or
"posted"— in the computer record for
each CEAP. The CEAP receives a dupli-
cate, yellow copy of the form for the
CEAP's personal record.
The PDH I fisting that is sent to CEAPs

with, the billing shows the EACC ap-
proval number and Content Areas for
which PDHs have been earned. It also
shows the name and certification date
of the CEAP. This process is still handled
manual ly by the EACC office. In the fu-
ture, records will be computerized
and show the current address of indi-
vidual CEAPs.
When the PDH listing is mailed,

most likely it will not have the most re-
cently completed training(s) by each
CEAP. For this reason, over the next
year, the EACC will mail out a quar-
terly update to each CEAP of PDHs
which s/he has earned. This is promp-
ted by the fact that recertification is stil
a relatively new process and many
sponsors have been slow in returning
the forms. Be assured, however, that'
once the EACC receives completed
forms from the sponsor the informa-
tion is processed expeditiously—no

more than 30 days after receipt from
the sponsor. As the first recertification
date of May 1992 approaches, the
EACC will be more stringent about the
timely receipt of completed forms
from sponsors of approved training.
The EACC is continuing to refine the

PDH process in ways that make it as
"workable" as possible for CEAPs,
training sponsors and administration
of PDH records. Toward this end, the
Training Attendance Record form has
been refined on three occasions. The
current form is reproduced below. Per-
sonswith any further questions should
contact the EACC at (703) 522-6272.



SPECIAL
MEMORANDUM

Board of Directors Holds Spring Meeting
APA's Board of Directors held its
annual spring meeting on May 1
in Arlington, Virginia. The Board

members made progress reports on as-
sociation projects currently underway,
and approved a variety of measures.
Among the actions taken were these:
• The Board accepted a $10,000 dona-
tion from Ford Motor Company which
will be used.to support activities of the
Ethnic &Cultural Concerns Committee.
The committee, chaired by John Hooks,
will use the funding to support surveys
and the printing of monographs.
• The Board accepted the Standards
document that was developed by
EAPA's Standards Committee, chaired
by Debra Reynolds, with modifica-
tions. An accompanying "consumer
guide" will follow later this year.
• The Board accepted a document on
managed behavioral health care that
was developed by the ad hoc managed
care committee, chaired by Sally Lips-
comb. Two follow-up documents will
be developed, beginning later this
year, as funding becomes available.
• Special Projects Committee chair
Brad Googins reported on EAPA strate-
gic planning activities. He moved that
the Board adopt and implement the
committee report. The Board approved.
• The Board took action on three
ethics matters.
• The Board approved a proposal by
Ethics Committee chair Gary Atkins to
accept a recommendation that was re-
ceivedfrom the Detroit Chapter. It wi
add a notation on EAPA membership
cards—which is to be signed by mem-
bers—indicating they will adhere to
EAPA's Code of Ethics.
• EAPA legal counsel Steve Fellman
discussed a proposal from the St. Louis
Chapter that chapter ethics guidelines
be included in the Chapter Officers
Manual, which is in the latter stages of
development. The Board approved.
• The Ethics Committee will work with
chapter representatives to draft an EAP
peer assistance model for impaired
practitioners. Southern Region Repre-
sentative Midgie Brawley gffered the

use of the Metrolina Chapter's policy
as a model.
• The Nominations Committee report
was provided by Kevin Parker. For the
coming EAPA elections, the Board will
approve nominations in early July,
ballots will be mailed by the end of Au-
gust, and they must be returned, post-
marked, by September 24.
• Membership Committee chair Bill
O'Donnell discussed proposals to in-
crease membership in EAPA. Among
the plans, a letter wi II be sent to larger
EAP providers to recommend that they
encourage more of their staffs to be-
come E"APA members.
• Treatment Committee chair Jack
Hennessy reported that the new Child
and Family Subcommittee is officially
part of the full Treatment Committee.

Kathy Beauchesne has been appointed
chair.
• Southern Region representative
Midgie Brawley gave recognition to a
number of chapters in her region
which contributed to EAPA's Standards
Project.
• On behalf of the. Annual Meeting
Site Selection Committee, Associate
Director Judith Evans reported that St.
Louis will be the site of the 1991 Na-
tional Conference, Phoenix in 1992,
and probably Washington, DC in 1993.
The next Board meeting will be held

during the 19th National Conference
in New Orleans. ❑

Sept. 8 -11, 1990 at
The Westin Resort, Hilton Head, South Carolina

Keynote Speaker: Gov. Harold E. Hughes

Featured Faculty:
•LeClair Bissell, MD •Howard Rankin, PhD
• Claudia Black, Ph.D •Evelyn Polk, RN
• John Chappel, MD •David Smith, MD
• James Francek, CEAP •Larry Siegel, MD
• George Franck, MD •Suzanne Somers, actress and ACoA
•Donald Ian •Douglas Talbott, MD

Macdonald, MD •John Wallace, Ph.D
• Craig Pratt, MD •Arnold Washton, Ph.D

Exhibit opportunities. Enjoy Southern hospitality.

For registration, call 1-800-726-4044
The Oxford Institute Network of Care, located in Southeastern Michigan
and South Carolina, is dedicated to treatment, education, and research of
alcoholism and other drug addictions. It is a health care partner of St. John
Hospital and Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan.
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REGIONS AND
CHAPTERS

Four Days of Fun in the Arizona Sun
The conference recap was prepared by
National EAPA staff member Traci
Adams. Photos were taken by Western
Region member Jeff Chamberlein.

cottsdale, Arizona was the site of
the 8th annual EAPA Western Re-
gion Conference, held on May

13-16..The-balmy rays of the South-
west and enthusiasm of the 263 regis-
tered attendees gave special meaning
to the conference theme of "EAPs:
Heating Up for the 90s."
The four-day conference began on

Sunday the 13th with registration,
along with a chapter officer training
session. Also, athree-hour labor pro-
gram was led by labor experts Allen
Stevens, minority leader of the
Arizona State Senate, and EAPA Labor
Committee chair Thom Murgitroyde,
among others.

With the sunset came the chatter of
old friends and new colleagues shar-
ing their experiences in the EAP field.
Conference goers indulged in ice
cream and took to the dance floor as a
Mexican mariachi band hit the stage.
On Monday morning, the confer-

ence officially started. Attendees were
welcomed by: Russ Binicki, the con-
ference chair; Herb Drinkwater,
Mayor of Scottsdale; a representative
from Governor Rose Mofford's office;
and others.
The first set of concurrent workshops

was held afterward. Over the course of
the conference, 38 workshops were
spread across six sessions. The range
of topics was broad and included EAP
concerns about policy making, the
Drug-Free Workplace Act, quality EAP
audits, alternative and teenage treat-
ment, and anxiety disorders, among
others EAPA's first president, Frank
Huddleston, was on hand to present a
workshop on cost-effective health
treatment.

Following Monday morning's work-
shops, EAPA Executive Director Tom
Delaney spoke about some current
projects of the association. Two sets of
concurrent workshops followed dur-
ing the afternoon.
Monday night was "chow time" at

Rawhide. The conference committee

Senator Harold Hughes spoke to a full
house during Tuesday's banquet.

~ } 5 .~~

.~

At the awards breakfast, Frank Huddleston (I)
represented EAPA in granting Sully Sulli-
van status as Member Emeritus.

held an authentic western-style bar-
becue, complete with a gunfight in the
middle of town, a hoedown and a bull
ride. With their cowboy boots and hats
as attire, the participants two-stepped
to the three-piece country band.
Binicki rode a Brahman bull into the
crowd. With the trainer close by, Red
Roe helped to push "1,400 pounds of
bull," from behind, onto the dance
floor, where Roger Wapner befriended
the bull. Together, man and beast
posed for a photo session.
A continental breakfast on Tuesday

morning in the exhibit hall gave at-
tendees a chance to visit the 27
exhibitors' booths. The concurrent
session that followed included one of
the most popular presentations, on
managed health care. It featured
panelists Russ Binicki, Hal Heazel-
tine, Gary Peterson and Dee Shaw and
was attended by nearly 100 people.
During the afternoon workshops, the
first of two parts of a "Clinical
Cafeteria"—presented by Bill Mer-
mis—addressed the issues of anxiety,



anger, stress and depression. Part 2
was held during the second afternoon
session.
An awards banquet on Tuesday eve-

ning included tributes and tales of
triumph. Attendees were riveted to the
dais as former U.S. Senator Harold E.
Hughes of Iowa decried U.S. efforts to
stop drug production in foreign coun-
tries while the same problem is occur-
ring in cities at home. Hughes also
described how the U.S. produces
chemicals that are shipped to other
countries and used to process raw
drugs intofinished products. These are
two examples of the futility of current
policy, he stated.
Hughes said that after passage of

P.L. 91-616 in 1970, the U.S. was well
on the way to the acceptance and
treatment of addictions...or so it
seemed. He said that since 1975 the
alcoholism and drug field has actually
lost ground.

Senator Hughes also criticized the
rhetoric of politicians who call for
drug-free workplaces and other institu-
tions. Starting with the biblical history,
he spelled out the human tendency to
use mind-altering drugs and advocated
the promotion of policies which ac-

count for these human tendencies and
seek to reduce addiction.

Following Senator Hughes' speech,
Tamara Cagney, EAPA Vice President-
Operations, emceed an awards cere-
mony. Dr. Lee Panttaja, EAP director
of Employee Assistance Services for
Education (EASE) was presented a
plaque for "ten years of leadership and
innovative contributions" to the EAP
community. An emotion-filled letter
was read to the audience from one of
Lee's clients at EASE who praised his
personal character and dedication.
During the ceremony, a new Western
Region addition—the Southern Arizona
Chapter—was presented with its char-
ter. Richard Dupree, the chapter presi-
dent, accepted.

Music and dancing followed the
banquet. The festivities became quite
animated when brigades loyal to the
Los Angeles Lakers and Phoenix Suns
reacted to updates of an NBA playoff
game held that evening. (As the story
goes, the Phoenix Suns won the
playoff series.)
The conference came to a close with

the Speaker's Breakfast on Wednesday
morning. Peter Stermen, Russ Binicki
and Tamara Cagney were the honored

speakers. Tamara spoke about the im-
portance of EAPA's new standards of
practice, EAPA's strategic planning,
education and training opportunities,
and individual organizational ethics.
[Her comments about ethics will pre-
face anew ethics column that will
begin in next month's issue of the Ex-
change.] Also during the breakfast,
Frank Huddleston awarded Sully Sulli-
van, ALMACA's second president,
with Member Emeritus status for his
years of dedicated service. Finally,
thanks were given to the conference
committee chairpersons from the host-
ing EAPA Arizona Chapter, including
Russ Binicki, Linda Morrissey, Irene
Canales Simonetti (entertainment
chair), and Bill Mermis (program
chair).

Throughout the conference, two types
of PDHs were earned by attendees.
Professional development hours were
available for the workshops and, as
observed by National EAPA Treasurer
Pat Patrick, scores of attendees
doggedly pursued poolside develop-
ment hours! Needless to say, the 8th
Western Regional was a memorable
time for all. ❑

During Monday night's barbeque, Russ Binicki rode in the special guest of honor (I). Later,
when the Brahman bull was shy about getting on the dance floor, Red Roe showed who
was boss by giving him a little shove (c). Finally, Roger Wapner chuckled as if to say,
"You've not getting me up there!".
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PUBLIC
POLICY

PREVENTION PROGRAMMING FOR SCHOOLS:
DOEd PROPOSES NEW REGS; EAPA COMMENTSLast month, the Exchange published

a matrix of federal agencies that
have enacted regulations which

are EAP-related. Add the Department
of Education to the list. DOEd is ex-
pected to adopt new regulations soon
that will upgrade drug and alcohol
prevention programs in virtually all
levels of education for faculty &staff
and students. The proposed regula-
tions are built on statutory language in
the Drug-Free Schools and Com-
munities Act Amendments of 1989.
The law does not require nor, for that
matter, specifically endorse EAPs.
However, by pursuing the new law
one could reasonably conclude that
EAP and student assistance program
development is advocated.
The proposed regulations were is-

sued by DOEd on April 24. Once ap-
proved, they wil I essentially codify the
language in the Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act Amendments. of
1989, signed by President Bush on De-
cember 12. The amendments build on
two previously existing laws: the
Drug-Free Schools and Communities
Act of 1986 and the Higher Education
Act of 1965. Unlike the prior laws, the
amendments require that drug and al-
cohol abuse prevention programs be

certified by the Department of Educa-
tion. The penalty for noncompliance is
loss of funds or other financial assist-
ance received from any federal pro-
gram, so the regulations will apply to
all public institutions and many pri-
vate ones. Submission for drug pre-
vention program certification by edu-
cational institutions will begin after
October 1.

Here is a brief rundown on who the
proposed regulations will affect and
what will be required.

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
EDUCATION (IHE)

The proposed regulations will apply to
both students, including part-timers,
and employees at public and proprie-
tary institutions (e.g, private univer-
sities and vocational institutions). Of
the proprietary institutions, however,
only those receiving federal assistance
would be required to certify.
According to the 1989 statute on

which the proposed regulations are
based, the IHE's program is required to
provide, at a minimum, annual distri-
bution to each employee and student
of the following:
• standards of conduct that prohibit
unlawful possession, use or distribu-

YOU DON'T HAVE 'PO
DO IT ALONE
ANYMORE! ! !

ACOA/
CO-DEPENDENCY
TREATMENT

CALL TODAY!!! SHELBY MEDICAL

(205) 663-8663 ~ ~ EN oER

ALABASTER, ALABAMA
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tion of illicit drugs and alcohol on the
school's premises.
• a description of applicable legal
sanction in local, state or federal law.
• a description of health risks asso-
ciated with illicit drug use and alcohol
abuse.
• a description of available drug or al-
cohol counseling, treatment, or re-
habilitation or re-entry programs.
• a statement of disciplinary sanctions.

Each IHE will also be required to
perform a biennial review of its pro-
gram to determine effectiveness,
changes needing implemented, and
enforcement of disciplinary sanctions.

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES
(SEAS and LEAs)

The following provisions apply to em-
ployees and students at K-12 schools.
They do not apply to nonpublic
elementary and secondary schools.
As the statute applies to students,

SEAs and LEAs, at a minimum, are re-
quired to provide—
• for students: age-appropriate, de-
velopmentallybased drug and alcohol
education and prevention programs
for all students in all grade levels, from
early childhood through grade 12.
• for students and employees: a state-
ment to students that the use of illicit
drugs and unlawful possession and use
of alcohol is wrong and harmful.
~ for students and employees: stand-
ards ofconduct that prohibit, at a mini-
mum, unlawful possession, useordis-
tribution of illicit drug and alcohol on
school premises or as part of school
activities.
• a statement identifying disciplinary
sanctions on students, up to and in-
cludingexpulsion and referral for pro-
secution, and sanctions on employees
up to and including termination and
referral for prosecution.
• for students and employees: infor-
mation about available drug and al-
cohol counseling, rehabilitation and
re-entry programs.
• for students: a requirement that par-
ents and students be given a copy of



the standards of conduct and the state-
ment ofdisciplinary sanctions.
• for students and employees: notifi-
cation that compl lance with the stand-
ards is required.
The amendments, again, reinforce

existing law. The 1986 regulations
amounted to a challenge to promote
drug-free school systems, specifying
only that programs conduct self-audits.
The 1989 amendments, on the other
hand, require that DOEd conduct for-
malaudits on arandom basis. The new
statutes also require the annual distri-
bution of information, whereas the
former do not contain that stipula-
tion. Alcohol usage is mentioned for
the first time in the new law. And for
the first time students are included
with employees as being covered under
the program. These additions, particu-
larly the enforcement provision, will
give DOEd some bite along with its
bark in the promotion of drug and al-
cohol prevention programming.
What aboutthe utilization of EAPs in

educational settings? Dr. William
Mermis of Arizona State University
wrote in the Exchange (February 1990
issue, pp. 34-35) that programs in
higher education are rife. They were
widely adopted by colleges and universi-
ties after passage of the 1986 law, and
more were implemented following
passage of the Drug-Free Workplace
Act of 1988, as institutions quickly
sought to meet certification require-
ments. (Certification under the DFWP
Act, by the way, is separate from the
certification under this program.)
EAPA issued comments dated June 7

on the new regulations when DOEd
released a notice of proposed rule-
making in the Federal Register. In his
remarks, Executive Director Tom De-
laney applauded DOEd's continuing
attention to prevention programming.
He also explained the benefits of EAPs
by describing the scope of EAP prac-
tice in the context of intervention and
prevention, suggesting that formal lan-
guage about EAPs be adopted. The Ex-
change will report on final regulatory

action in a future issue.

NOTE: This month's lead lnfoTrack ar-
ticle, on page 36, shares data on the
utilization of EAPs for faculty and staff
in public school systems across the
U.S.

FAMILY LEAVE
BILL APPROVED
IN HOUSE AND
SENATE
The House of Representatives and

Senate have passed a bill which
would provide employees with up to
12 weeks of unpaid leave in a year for
either family leave (i.e. birth, adoption,
or care of a sick child, spouse or parent)
or medical leave (for the employee's

New Orleans

own sickness). The Family and Medical
Leave Act was approved by the House
on May 10 by a 237-187 vote. The
same bill passed by voice vote in the
Senate on June 14. The provisions of
the House-approved bill would not apply
to employees at work sites with less
than 50 employees. Health benefits
would continue during the leave on
the same basis as active workers. Ad-
ditional provisions apply to situations
in which a husband and wife work for
the same employer; and include spe-
cial modifications for school teachers
and federal civil service employees.
The Bush administration has threatened

a presidential veto, since President
Bush opposes mandated benefits. The
margin of the House vote falls short of
the two-thirds vote necessary for an
override. ❑

October 19 & 20

COMBINING THE EAP&TPA
Why should employers pay twice the cost of an EAP to have third
party administrator (TPA) and utilization review (UR) firms do what
the EAP has already done?

Member e11g1b111ty? The EAP dId that.
Provider ellglblllty9 The EAP picked the provider.
Valid diagnosis? The EAP made the assessment.
Actual services delivered? EAP's do followup.
Write the check. That's not hard.

Two days on ending patched systems that are redundant, expensive,
difficult to administer, confusing and offen don't work for the client.

Learn how to design, present and manage an Integrated system.

Lee 

Wenzel

Managed Care Systems
8666 Weslwlnd Circle
Eden Pralrle, MN 55344

(612) 944-2699

The S365 fee (S395 If register after Oct. 9) Includes hardcopy of
over 50 slides for your notes or back home presentations.

Seminar outline available. Registration deposit S50,

For EAP's, Benefit Managers, Occupational Health Managers

A clear alternative to ert-risk contracts, PPO's and UR.
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MANAGED BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE

~h ree Pers ectives on IVlana ed Carep g
From Out in the Fieid

SALLY LIPSCOMB

Controversies that needed resolution
in writing the MBHC monograph

Sally Lipscomb chairs the ad hoc com-
mittee which prepared the document
on managed behavioral health care. It
is being published as a series of three
monographs, the first of which will be
released shortly by EAPA. Profession-
ally, Lipscomb is director of Special
Health Programs for Chicago, lllinois-
based Interventions.

'fit is true that no worthwhile task
ever comes easy, then the managed
care paper'that was prepared by the

Managed Care Committee and adopted
by the Board was an archetype. The
Benefits Committee, initially, and later
the Managed Care Committee, spent
about two years looking at EAP and
managed care from about every con-
ceivable angle—philosophically,
anecdotally and operationally—and
struggled to find consenses of opinion
about how the two should interrelate.
One of the more pleasant findings on
which opinion gelled is that com-
prehensive EAPs already provide prac-
tical managed care functions. This is
one of the primary assertions in the first
monograph, one which I believe EAP
professionals should impress upon
purchasers of services.
As the document developed through

the process of draft, critique and going
back to the drawing board, three
major controversies emerged for
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which the committee had to search for
answers. The first was over whether
the term "mental" in managed mental
health care should be replaced by "be-
havioral." Those who opposed the
idea felt that the concept of "be-
havioral illness" forfeits the associa-
tion of alcoholism and drug addiction
as diseases.
The committee favored adopting the

term "behavioral" for several reasons.
First, it accommodates a wider variety
of compulsive problems. Some of the
other compulsive problems—sexual
behavior, gambling and eating disor-
ders—are just now being recognized.
Unfortunately, they are often missed
clinically, and treatment, when it is
provided, may or may not be reim-
bursed. Consequently, patients some-
times fall through the cracks. Person-
ally, (believe that during the next de-
cade more research data will be avail-
ablewhich link the mind and the body
through biochemical processes. Re-
search is already beginning to unlock
the secrets of what causes compulsive
behavior, no matter whether the be-
havior is related to chemicals, gambl-
ing, eating or mental illness.
The second controversy swirled

around whether EAPs and managed
care should be integrated at all and, if
so, to what degree. The opinions of
EAP professionals who contacted the

committee ranged from a sense that
managed care is an intrusive, short-
term model that covered employees
and family members consistently find
offensive, to managed care as a value-
oriented tool which improves the
quality of service.

Related to this, we found it nearly
impossible to "sanction" any single or
handful of integrated EAP/MBHC
models. If all of the different ways in
which EAP and managed care are
practiced were bricks in the contain-
ing walls of a well, the well would be
almost bottomless. So we reached the
only reasonable conclusion—that EAP
and managed care programs should be
based on organizational goals and
needs assessment, with the participa-
tion of EAP staff, if available.
The final paper also conveyed the

need for articulating goals, monitoring
progress toward those goals, and
avoiding duplication of effort. The sys-
tem that springs forth from this proc-
ess—if no shortcuts or quick fixes are
taken—should be the most appropri-
ateone for the organization.
The third controversy involved the

question of whether an EAP/managed
care system should assume financial
risk. The committee felt that there is a
greater awareness about the dangers of
risk assumption than there was
perhaps three years ago. Adding profit
motive at this level of operation, the
members agreed, raised questions
about the abi I ity to make objective de-
cisions about appropriateness-of-care
issues. For these reasons, the issue of
risk assumption is not endorsed, nor is
it even raised.

In conclusion, the issues presented
here and other "controversies" about



the EAP/managed care relationship are
most effectively resolved in the con-
text of what the work organization
feels best contributes toward achiev-
ing its goals. However, when a com-

JACK DOLAN

pany with an EAP is contemplating
adding managed care services, the
EAP needs to assure that it is consulted
when critical decision points are
reached.

The development of MMHC services
is an EAP's best bet for longevity
Jack Dolan is chair of EAPA's Consul-
tants Committee. Professionally, he is
national marketing and development
director for Managed Health Network
in New York City.

IYs been almost three years since my
firm, Managed Health Network, Inc.

became directly involved in providing
managed mental health and chemical
dependency programs. It was also
around this time, during the 1987
EAPA National Conference in Chicago,
that EAPA and its members first became
aware of the impact that managed care
would have on the EAP field's future.
Since that time, I've developed a
somewhat more refined perspective
on managed care as this phenomenon
has evolved. Here are some personal
reflections.

First of all, managed care is here to
stay, like it or not. The staggering in-
creases inhealth care costs and the ap-
propriate use of available health care
dollars demand appropriate manage-
ment. While managed care has been
broadly applied, there doesn't seem to
be a single approach which is dominant
at this point. However, there are two
very distinct philosophical approaches
to managed care. The first group repre-
sents those companies, benefits con-
sulting organizations and managed
care vendors who view managed care
as basically managing the cost. For in-
stance, some companies limit managed
care to benefit plan design with or
without a discounted provider net-
work. They reduce costs by reducing

the health benefit and shift the cost of
care to the employee. Examples of
plan-design managed care for the
mental-health specialty are: increas-
ing the deductible, reducing lifetime
financial limits to $25,000 or perhaps
$50,000, andallowingonlyonechemi-
cal dependency treatment episode per
lifetime, whether for inpatient or out-
patienttreatment.
Another approach is the use of pre-

certification UR programs. Approval
of an admission is based on a UR firm
certifying medical necessity. Once the
admission is certified, a fixed number
of days is approved, usually less than
what has been requested by the treat-
ment provider. Concurrent reviews
are also added by some UR firms.
However, the reviews are conducted
by using a set of written protocols in
the form of a checklist. If the need for
care falls within the approved pro-
tocols, then treatment is either ap-
proved or denied. In each of these ap-
proaches, managed care is primarily
focused on managing cost by reducing
inpatient days.

It is most enlightening to examine
reports on benefits utilization which
UR firms supply to their client com-
panies. The savings are highlighted by
demonstrating the difference between
the number of days requested by the
provider and the number of days denied
by the UR group. Nowhere in these re-
ports do you get the impression that
there is an emphasis or concern for the
appropriateness and quality of the care
being provided to the patient.

In the second group, the approach is
focused on "managing the care" to
bring about cost savings. This ap-
proach is based on looking for alter-
nate sources of treatment that are less
costly. In other words, its objective is
to try the less-restrictive levels of care
first. For this group, the appropriate
management of care comes first and
the dol lar savings follow. Managed care
vendors who follow this approach de-
fine their method of providing man-
aged care as "case management."
As I mentioned previously, with UR,

reviewers use written protocols to ap-
prove or deny care. In utilization or
case mangement, case managers use
limited written protocols and rely
mainly on their experience and clini-
cal skills in determining the need and
level of care through frequent contacts
with the provider. The use of provider
networks is an important component
in the case management approach to
managed care.
A question that has persisted over

the lifespan of managed care i$ what
role EAP is assuming within the man-
aged mental health care framework.
Groups which have only a cost per-
spective see little or no role for the
EAP. In fact, benefits managers that are
solely focusing on benefit plan design
as means of reducing health care costs
view the EAP as a benefitthat increases
utilization, thereby increasing cost.
On the other hand, groups that hold

a case management perspective consider
the EAP to be an integral part of their
managed care system. The EAP acts as
the gatekeeper in providing an assess-
ment and refers the patient to the ap-
propriate provider to be case-managed.
Patient follow up and interaction with
the patients family are all techniques
that managed care has borrowed from
the EAP.

Although a compatibility exists be-
tween an EAP and the case, manage-
mentapproach tomanaged care, there
are areas of conflict. For instance, the
EAP by itself can authorize an inpatient
admission, while under the managed
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care program authorization is provided
by the utilization case manager. EAPs
have had their own provider networks.
In many cases, the EAP is required to
utilize the network of the managed
care group. EAPs and managed care
vendors must strive to work through
these conflicts.
We have all witnessed the evolution

in which traditional EAPs have de-
veloped managed care services. The
reverse is also happening, in which
managed care vendors are developing
EAP services. This expansion has been
the direct result of corporate benefits
managers and consultants wanting to
combine the two programs into one in-
tegrated service delivery system. The
rationale for letting one vendor pro-
vide both services is based on effi-
ciency (i.e. less duplication of func-
tion) and cost savings. EAP providers
who are unable to offer managed care
services will begin to see an erosion of
thei r cl ient base. Th is d i lemma wi I I be-
come amajor concern of EAPA mem-

LEE WENZEL

bership in the very near future as the
benefits function within a corporation
assumes more control over the EAP.
As stated at the top of the article,

managed care is a permanent fixture
on today's health care scene. Only the
form that will be sustained in the long
run remains in question. An important
factor that will contribute to the stabil-
ity of managed care is the future com-
mitment of both the public and private
sectors to funding for research and
evaluation. This process will provide
the tools to begin measuring the effec-
tiveness and quality of each managed
care system and its vendors.
My experience with managed care

has reaffirmed my belief that EAPs are
a necessary part of a managed care
system. At the same time, the EAP field
must remain vigilant in protecting the
unique role that an EAP brings to man-
aged care and, in the broader spec-
trum, to the corporate and labor
communities.

Let's take credit for being the good
case managers that we are
Lee Wenzel is consultant for Managed
Care Systems, used in Eden Prairie,
Minnesota.

We are ambivalent about managed
care. Managed care can be seen

as the ultimate threat, denying care to
those who need it and crippling EAPs
by removing any control over benefit-
related referrals. Sometimes we see
managed care as inevitable. The
courageous may even look for an op-
portunitywithin managed care. Like in
hostage dynamics, some are identify-
ingwith the captors and exploring very
strange things, like how to goat-risk or
how to do utilization review.
EAPs are still one of the best exam-

ples of managed care, if only we knew
and believed it. Management is still a
good word, even. if managed care has
often referred to some very poor exam-
ples of what it means to manage. We
need to cherish our heritage and grow
from it. Our credibility is enviable.
Why would managed care companies
be trying to buy or develop.EAPs if our
staying power wasn't so pervasive?
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Attempts to control providers is
often mistakenly called case manage-
ment. Case management is when the'
individual or family is the primary
client. The employee assistance coun-
selorworks with the individual or fam-
ily, helping define the problem and the
plan of action, including any possible
use of resources. We are good at this.
Even where there is initial denial, we
are good at helping people accept ac-
tion plans that will work, such as
chemical dependency treatment.
Sometimes benefit plans have pre-
vented us from choosing the most ef-
fective or most cost-effective treat-
ment, but forever, it seems, we seek to
adapt.

Provider management, on the other
hand, is the game of Captain May 1 in
which the provider petitions for payment
authorizations. The manager has.
never seen the client. Information
comes from the provider and is adapted
as much as possible in the petition to
the reviewer or provider "manager" to
gain approval for treatment.

Like any manager, a case manager
should be trusted to use her or his best

judgment to make decisions. Rarely in
any other setting would a person using
protocols to make decisions be called
a manager. The task of the manager
should be to provide the direction and
support people need to make things
happen. The manager whose primary
concern is to control costs rather than
to make things happen seldom is suc-
cessful in achieving goals.
EAP counselors are case managers.

As such, the challenge is to work with
clients and providers to assure suc-
cessful results. The relationship be-
tween the case manager and the pro-
vider should be the same as anyone
would want from their manager. There
should be mutual trust and respect,
with common goals and mutual com-
mitment to success for the client. EAP
counselors need professional develop-
ment on how to say yes-and how to say
no and in the skills of participatory
management.

Manufacturing is moving strongly
toward "statistical quality control." In
our business, thattranslates intogiving
EAP case managers increased respon-
sibility, such as for shaping both treat-
ment and financial contracts. Such
managers need good information so
that their decisions can be within the
context of the employer's overall utili-
zationand financial goals. Case mana-
gers can be given wide latitude to au-
thorizeinpatient oroutpatient services
if an information system immediately
registers this information .with other
case managers and with the manager's
manager. I like to know that I am
trusted to make decisions and that if
my decision is questionable, ~me-
body will help me to correct the prob-
lem before there are any serious con-
sequences.

CASE MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

The managed care threat is helping
EAP management to look at how serv-
ice delivery systems should be designed.
In the past, EAPs have been very re-
spectful of others' turf in regard to who
should pay providers. However, car-
riers have begun subcontracting the
risk for behavioral health, or have
been contracting with review organi-
zations to review all benefit-paid ac-
cess to services. Ironically; many of
the carriers doing this have been sing-
ing the praises of their own and other
EAPs, while preempting the primary
function of the EAP as the case man-



ager making referrals. There is an old
saying that "When the elephants stam-
pede, the mice should hide." Fear is
not absent amongst EAP managers.
Other EAP managers are saying, "If

case management and financial man-
agement should be one process,
maybe the EAP should do it." It makes
sense. Combining EAP case manage-
ment and the claims administration
processes avoids tremendous duplica-
tion and excess cost.
Most of the basic functions of claims

administration have already been
done by the EAP case manager. Was
the person an eligible employee or de-
pendent? The EAP should have found
that out. Is the diagnosis accurate? The
EAP should have made the assessment
face to face, and should have a more
accurate picture than anyone review-
ing information from the provider. Is
this an eligible provider? The EAP
should have picked the best provider
for that situation. If the employer
doesn't trust the EAP to pick the best
provider, the EAP should go. Was ac-
tual service delivered or is this a bogus
claim? EAP follow up should provide a
good sense, not only of whether serv-
ices were performed, but of the qual ity
of those services.

After these functions are performed,
the process of cutting checks is not
particularly complex. Few EAP mana-
gers seem to be aware that most em-
ployers pay more to have the checks
cut to the behavioral health provider
than they do for the very intensive and
face-to-face services of the EAP.

DEFINE OBJECTIVES

believe that EAPs exist to help em-
ployees and families solve personal
and interpersonal problems, provide
consultation to managers, and assist in
the effective use of benefits. When in-
dividuals, their families and managers
are the cl Tents, we have excel lent ski I Is
in helping people clarify and reach
their goals. However, it is in the last
area of assisting in the effective use of
benefits that managed care has exposed
an organizational weakness. We help
individuals get the best that they can
from however their benefits are struc-
tured. Our problem comes in helping
the organization achieve the goals and
requirements of its benefit .plans. It is
very hard, to say nothing of being
risky, to help any client until we know
what the client wants.
We can help employers in the effective

use of benefits if there is a clear state-
ment of purpose and objectives for the
plan. Most employers spend signifi-
cant sums of behavioral health bene-
fits without having any clearly stated
purpose or objectives to be achieved
with that expenditure. Obviously, this
is not good management.

If I don't know what I want from an
expenditure, any price is too high.
Until employers definewhatthey want
from behavioral health benefits and
put numbers to these requirements, the
preoccupation will be strictly with
costs. Managed care companies have
capitalized on this by focusing on con-
trolling costs without promising or being
required to provide any quantitative
volume or defined value of services.

With the very real threat of plans
concerned only with immediate cost
and not with value delivered, some
EAP managers have become preoc-
cupied with proving their worth. It is
natural to defend when threatened.
While every manager should be able
to provide information as to the volume,
efficiency and outcome of services, a
defensive reaction may be very inap-
propriate when dealing with survival
issues. First of all, it may raise doubts
and questions about the value of the

EAP when none existed. More impor-
tantly, it detracts from the client's re-
sponsibility, which in this case is the
organization, to define what it wants
to spend on behavioral health and
what volumes or what services would
be considered desirable in meeting the
purposes of the plan.
Once the organization has defined

why it wants behavioral health bene-
fits and the aggregate service volumes
desired, then the EAP can demonstrate
that it is the best alternative in helping
achieve these goals.

WHO WILL MANAGE? .

Who will manage, and who will man-
age to survive? The worse scenario is
that no one will manage, either at the
case managed level or at the program
development level. We definitely
need vision, courage, assertiveness
and management at both levels. Our
survival depends on it. But what is im-
portant is not that EAPs, as we now
know them, survive. What is impor-
tant is that individuals and organiza-
tionsget the help they need, efficiently
and effectively. Whether or not that is
called an EAP, I expect what will sur-
vive wi I I be a case management serv-
iceclose to the customer. ❑

Hyland Center...
The 86-bed inpatienVoutpatient facility provides effective alcoholism/
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include
relapse, cocaine and impaired medical/health professionals treatment
programs.

St. Anthony's Psychiatric Center...
As the area's leader in private psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed
inpatienUoutpatient facility has seven specialized units: Stabilization/
Evaluation, Stress, Senior Stress, Eating Disorders, Dual Diagnosis,
Intermediate and Intensive Care.

Hyland Child and Adolescent Center...
Designed specifically for the treatment of children and adolescents, the
126-bed facility provides six units: Chemical Dependency, Psychiatric,
Stabilization/Evaluation, Dual Diagnosis, Pediatric Psychiatry and
Psychiatric Intensive Care.

You have an option when you call St. Anthony's Medical Center. We offer inpatient,
partial hospitalization, and day and evening outpatient treatment programs.

For more detailed program in/ormation, or to schedule an evaluation or admission,
call 314/525-4400 or toll free 1 800 525-2032.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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From Out of the Vicissitudes of
Mana ed Care Comes a Clearerg

Direction for EAPs

For many EAP practitioners, the
mid 1980s may have been the era
of their greatest discontent. It was

then that business decision makers,
concerned with spiraling health care
costs, seemed to turn their attention to
mental health care as the culprit that
was siphoning off corporate profits.
Mental health costs escalation -was
outpacing overall rises in medical
care, which itself was growing faster
than the U.S.'s GNP.
The business community's first line

of attack was, for the most part, the
same as it used against general medi-
cal care inflation in the late 1970s—
managed health care in the form of
HMOs, PPOs, second opinion pro-
grams, and other well-documented
strategies. Several years Inter, the
same programs would again cross the
corporate threshold, this time with
mental health costs as its target.*
What happened ,when managed-

care providers began implementing
their cost-containment strategies for
mental health care? "We ended up

*Health care costs inflation and managed
care strategies were the subject of an article
entitled, "For 30 Years, Health Care, Costs
Have Been on a Collision Course," which
appeared in the May 1988 issue of THE
ALMACAN, pages 15-17.
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with a first generation of managed
mental health products whose mis-
sion, it seemed, was to cut costs first
and ask questions later," says Jess
Bernstein, president of Employee As-
sistance Associates, in Ann arbor,
Michigan. "Many of us found ourselves
in conflict when a precertification
operator at the other end of a phone
line would override a referral decision
without having seen or even talked to
our client."
Many EAP service providers, who

expanded their menu of services or
added separate operating units to offer
their own line of managed care prod-
ucts, joined the fray. The entry of pro-
fessionals who understood the nature
of stigmatized illnesses such as al-
coholism and chemical dependency
—having built their knowledge base
by operating occupational alcoholism
and employee assistance programs—
was anew dynamic in the managed
care industry.

THE SECOND GENERATION

Today, a new managed-care movement
is afoot which has broader objectives
than first-generation managed mental
health care. Some groups, including
EAPA, are calling it managed behavioral
health care. (The rationale for the
modified term is explained in Sally
Lipscomb's article on page 14.) Well

on the way to establishing itself as a
second-generation product, managed
behavioral health care, at its vintage
best, combines managed care ap-
proaches with EAP philosophies and
practices.
A body of evidence is building to sug-

gestthat service-delivery.systems which
integrate EAP and managed care—par-
ticularly in the form of case manage-
ment—produce a realistic solution to
cost and quality-of-care dilemmas. The
well-publicized McDonnell Douglas
cost-effect study, published in last Au-
gusYs issue of THEALMACAN, showed
that a comprehensive EAP which rou-
tinely provides basic case management
already practices managed care. [For
future reference, the October 1990 issue
of the Exchange wi I I provide extensive
coverage of techniques that EAPs can
use to evaluate the cost-effectiveness
and quality of their programs.]
Some interesting documentation was

also gathered in the 1990 National Ex-
ecutive Poll on Health Care Costs and
Benefits, which was published in the
April 1990 issue of Business &Health
magazine. An analysis of data from the
Executive Poll, a nationwide survey of
business leaders, yields essentially a
pro-EAP conclusion.
Here are some of the findings:

• First, EAPs are ranked as the second-
most-effective program from among a
broad array of "wellness programs."



(The scope of wellness programs was
expansive, and mammography bene-
fits was rated as the most effective.)
Forty-five percent of executives said
that EAPs are "very effective," and
68% of surveyed companies offered
them at the time of the survey.
• Ofthe 10 highest-ranking work force
health problems listed in the survey,
five of them—stress, alcohol abuse,
drug abuse, depression, and mental-
health problems—are problems which
EAPs routinely handle.
•Asked about their level of concern
for various health care problems, 92%
of executives say they are "very con-
cerned" about rising health insurance
premium costs, 53%about the quality
of medical care services, 49% about
drugs in the workplace, 45%about al-
coholism in the workplace, and 43%
about mental health costs.
The data tell us that EAPs are very fa-

vorablyregarded inthe workplace, ex-
ecutivesare worried about health care
cost escalation, and drugs, alcohol
and mental health—as they impact on
the workplace—are serious problems.
What deduction can be made? It is the
same that EAPA's managed care com-
mittee has made in its research on the
EAP-MBHC relationship: Comprehen-
sive EAP services, in conjunction with
effective case management, provide a
solution to both the cost and quality-
of-care issues.

EAPA's second entry to the managed
care monograph series is approaching
final draft. In it, the managed care
committee describes the elements of a
comprehensive EAP-MBHC system,
which are:
~ Program administration.
• Problem prevention and early inter-
vention services.
• Clinical services.
• Quality assurance/evaluation meas-
u res.
• Provider and resource issues.
• Access to system.
• Payment process.

The relative strength and effectiveness
of the EAP component is determined

by how responsibilities are assigned.
From an EAP perspective, the most fa-
vorable EAP-MBHC system is probably
one in which the EAP is designated to
provide the managed care services.
The other extreme is probably a system
in which the EAP is restricted to a
casefinding capacity and the referral is
provided by a separate managed care
entity. We are left with a great deal of
middle ground for variations in models.

CHOICE POINTS
ALONG A CONTINUUM

Here is a look at some systems presently
being practiced in the field that provide
the EAP with substantial authority in
the handling of clients.
The Exchange interviewed EAP di-

rectors of three Fortune 500 firms
which have integrated all functions
into an EAP-driven managed care sys-
tem. All three programs spoke anony-
mously, since their programs are either in
development or the preliminary stages
of operation. The directors stated,
however; that their EAPs have been
designated the cornerstone of the
managed care system because they
convinced management that appropri-
ate care, coupled with quality case
management, equates with long-term
cost-containment.
The following is a continuum. of

"choice points" for which management
must decide who assumesresponsibility
in the operation of an EAP-MBHC sys-
tem. Each of the three Fortune 500
programs handles all ofthese responsi-
bilities.
• Provide supervisory training and
consultation, with an emphasis on early
detection so that emerging personal
problems do not become job-perform-
ance problems. (a traditional EAP
function)
• Promote the program, including
educational seminars, employee orien-
tations, etc. (a traditional EAP function)
• Serve as carefinder in the workplace.
(a traditional EAP function)
• Perform assessment and referrals. (a

traditional EAP function)
• Perform "gatekeeping" or "gateway"
function, enforced through financial
incentives. (a managed care or EAP
function)
• Perform the precertification func-
tion. (a managed care function)
• Provide concurrent reviews, if de-
sired, to monitor progress in the provi-
sion of services. (with protocols, a
managed care function; but EAPs tradi-
tionally handle this also)
• Review charges and, if desired, handle
the payment of claims. (a.managed
care function)
• Perform return-to-work conferences
(traditional EAP) 'and relapse-preven-
tion activities (EAP, often in conjunc-
tion with treatment provider).

EXAMPLES OF
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

One of the three aforementioned pro-
grams originates from the benefits de-
partment, a situation that warrants
closer inspection. While separate
benefits staff handle the actual benefit
payment, the EAP has added a data
analyst—retained from elsewhere in
the benefits department—to audit
claims. Additionally, the EAP has re-
structured the .company's MH/CD
benefits package in order to make op-
timal use of alternative forms of treat-
ment. The benefit policy also clearly
states that case-management services
are required in order for covered em-
ployees and dependents to be eligible
for reimbursement.
A variety of other EAP-MBHC sys-

tems are currently being practiced
which place the EAP in a working re-
lationship with a managed care pro-
vider. Two of them are EAPs provided
by The Travelers insurance company
(for its own employees) and Campbell
Soup Company, and both work in con-
junction with utilization review firms.

Campbell Soup Company's program
shows how an EAP-MBHC system can
be creatively tailored to a work organi-
zation. Several years ago, Campbell
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Soup analyzed its health claims data.
Like many companies, it found that
mental-health claims costs were es-
calating faster than other medical
claims. It conducted concurrent, one-
year pilot projects at three of its 40
U.S. facilities. Afterward, with its con-
sulting firm, North, Clawson &Bolt
(NCB), Campbell Soup developed
separate EAP-MBHC systems for its
east-coast 'and west-coast operations.
The company's base of 30,000 em-
ployees is split almost evenly between
the two halves of the U.S. According
to Ed Stetzer, Campbell Soup's direc-
tor of health systems, most EAP serv-
ices are provided externally—by con-
traet with an EAP firm on the east
coast, and by agreements with coun-
selors for EAP assessments i n the west.

Here is a brief description of pro-
gram functions and by whom they are
provided:
• Administrative oversight—handled
internally by Stetzer and another staff
member.
• Supervisory training—handled in-
ternally with assistance available,
when desired, from the EAP provider
and NCB.
• "Quality Care." This is considered
the managed care portion of the sys-
tem, which is handled nationwide by
NCB. NCB, which wrote admissions
criteria during program development,
performs precertificationsand concur-
rent reviews, trains EAP assessors; and
referees cases in which an assessor
and treatment provider stalemate over
a treatment plan.
• Data collection and analysis=han-
dled by NCB. "Because all internal as-
pects of the EAP are an extension of
management, we decided to use
NCB—as a third party--for this func-
tion. It has resolved a business di-
lemma about how clients could be as-
sured ofconfidentialitywhilethecom-
pany analyzes data," says Stetzer.
He adds that separate EAP systems

were developed for two reasons: there
are more rural locations in the west,
and he wanted to find out which method
of service delivery is the most effec-
tive. Through the system's first year,
Campbell Soup has hit its cost-contain-
ment goal of lowering the annual in-
crease in mental health benefits utili-
zation below the rate of increase of
overall health care. "Now we are
working toward maintaining this re-
ducecl rate of expenditure," Stetzer
says.
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Campbell Soup's Ed
Stetzer says that its EAP-
MHBC system, which
has different program
mechanics for its east
coast and west coast
operations, has helped
to control its mental-
health claims costs.

The EAP at The Travelers operates
from the company's Center for Cor-
porate Health, which provides an array
of wellness services for employees, in
addition to the EAP. The EAP conducts
concurrent reviews on outpatient
cases. However, when a case is rec-
ommended for inpatient chemical de-
pendency orpsychiatric treatment, the
case is handled by The Traveler's psy-
chiatric review group, which is a func-
tion of the benefits department. This
group conducts preadmission certifi-
cationsandconcurrent reviews during
treatment.
Bob Wilson, the director of EAP

services, says that The Travelers has
also placed its EAP services on the
open market. It works in conjunction
with its recently formed network of
contracted preferred providers, mar-
keted by The Travelers as Psychiatric
and Substance Abuse Initiatives. The
EAP is available to function as the
gatekeeper by using co-pay incentives,
depending on the specifications of the
customer.

Because the provision of contractual
EAP services is in part amarket-driven
phenomenon, the products of external

firms are often honed to the buyer's
specifications.. Dan Ansel, the director
of Behavioral Health Systems for
Bethesda Health Care, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, notes that this type of market
segmentation often motivates external
providers to "unbundle" their products.
Although the program at Bethesda

was founded as an EAP in 1985, it was
restructured as a "behavioral health
provider" in 1988 when its product line
expanded. Ansel says that Bethesda
presently offers three EAP products.
They are:
• Concern: EAP, which provides
strictly EAP services..
• Concern Plus—a combined MMHC/
EAP program.
• Bethesda Counseling Services, which
provides outpatient mental health
services and managed mental health
care services to insurance carriers on a
fee-for-service basis. As part of its
managed mental health care services,
Bethesda provides assessments, pre-
certification, counseling, utilization
review, intensive case management,
and claims-authorization services for
HMOs. "We are identified as the'gate-
way' for mental health services, and
referrals are made by the client or pri-
mary care physician" says Ansel.
"What makes this arrangement intrig-
uing isthat insurance carriers normally
don't want EAP organizations because
of what they view as problems with ad-
verse selection of providing too much
care. But some are coming around to
seeing the long-term benefits of help-
ing enrollees who have drug and al-
cohol problems, and that properly
managed services can insure appropri-
ate care delivered cost-effectively."

With the second generation of man-
aged behavioral health care, EAPs
could conceivably establish themselves
as the hub (albeit a relatively small
hub) where the various interests of
human resource management, bene-
fits and labor meet to resolve the di-
lemma of containing behavioral health
care costs while continuing to offer
employees appropriate treatment. The
process of transposing effective case
management onto traditional EAP
theory and operation—no matter
whether it is called "managed be-
havioral health care" and no matter
how it is marketed—is beginning to
show great promise in helping work
organizations achieve their benefits
and human resource management
goals. ❑



EAPA's Next
Convention Stop:

[t

The Crescent City skyline provides a spectacular
panorama for riverboats that chug up and down

the Mississippi

The 19TH EAPA NATIONAL CONFERENCE •THE 11YA1T REGENCY NEW ORLEANS
OCTOBER 21-24, 1990 •PROGRAM THEME: "BASICS TO BEYOND"
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Preparing EAP Professionals
for the Future: Time Well Spen t

In any given year, the typical EAP professional
has precious few hours available for away-

from-the-job activities such as education &
training, and a limited budget with which to
do them. So in an annual game of triage,
each person needs to decide which confer-
ences, workshops and seminars to attend.

There are excellent reasons to put EAPA's
19th National Conference, scheduled for
October 21-24 in New Orleans, Louisiana at
the Hyatt Regency, at the head of the list.
Here are a dozen.
■ Each year, EAPA's National Conferences
offer high-quality interdisciplinary education
& training for EAP professionals and those
who aspire to be professionals. With 28
workshops scheduled this year, once again
there is something for everyone.
■ Recertification for the first class of CEAPs
comes due in 1992. Here's an opportunity to
earn a maximum of 18 PDHs for the formal
workshop program and additional PDHs for
other conference events.
■ EAPA has an experienced conference
management team with a proven track record.
They know the "intangibles" that makeup a
premier conference. For the record, last
year's conference in Baltimore drew over
2,200 people, and many of them made a
point of telling EAPA's Board members and
staff that it was their best conference ever!
■ The EAP marketplace is becoming more
competitive than ever. "Networking," a
favorite pasttime for persons in the EAP field,
nowadays is as much a matter of economic
survival and competitive edge as it is keeping
in touch with colleagues.
■ Over the last five years, the EAP industry
has been consolidating, making awareness
of national and regional. issues essential for
all EAP professionals. EAPA's National Con-
ference is your best one-stop opportunity to
keep pace with the changes.
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■ There are a variety of regulations in effect
now which impact on EAPs. The National
Conference will fill you in on what you need
to know.
■ Maybe you need a temporary change of
environment. Why not "debrief" with your
colleagues?
■ The art of selling is about building a better
mouse trap and offering it for less money.
Learn new ways of streamlining your EAP
firm's operation.
■ The EAP field contains many special
interests. No matter what your affiliation—
labor, management, government, white-collar,
blue-collar orpink-collar industry, internal
EAP, external EAP, etc.—you can keep up
with what's current in your special corner of
the field.
■ To many veterans of EAPA National Con-
ferences, our annual ritual is like a shot of
adrenalin that gives them newfound en-
thusiasm for their professional work.
■ Your EAP staff needs professional training
by top-notch professionals in the field. Why
not send them, too?
■ Two years ago, the hosting New Orleans
Chapter of EAPA had a dress rehearsal for the
National Conference by hosting the Southern
Region Conference. They're experienced,
they're revved up, and come October 21,
they'll be ready to welcome you to this im-
portantconference and fun city.
[The August issue of the Exchange will intro-
duce you to the New Orleans Chapter's
leadership.]
Out of the many reasons why you should

plan to attend EAPA's 19th National Confer-
ence surely there's at least one thaYs right for
you!



The Majesty of the Crescent City
New Orleans is said to be a city with its eye

on the 21st century and its heart in the
19th century. In the true spirit of the Deep
South, the Crescent City stubbornly clings to
its old ways, but is has flexed enough to ac-
commodate the builders of the future.
Today, we have a New Orleans that boasts

an impressive city skyline but has notforfeited
its heart and soul. To wit: downtown, along
the Mississippi River, is the French Quarter, a
90-square-block alcove which replicates a
Mediterranean-style fishing village that is
hugged by business high rises along its top
and lateral sides. The French architecture in
the narrow, tightly .spaced corridors of the
Quarter is preserved and protected by a state-
sponsored commission, a guard dog of sorts
that has kept the city's most distinctive tourist
attraction—with its centuries old artifacts and
traditions—intact and on proud display. The
French Quarter was first claimed by Jean-Bap-
tiste le Moyne in 1718, and the pedestrian in
1990 can still experience the charm of this
old-time seafarers haven.

But as the brightest jewel of the Gulf, New
Orleans is not lost on the old. Among the
major corporations with offices there are oil
companies including Texaco, Shell, Mobil
Oil and Amoco, and a variety of other com-
paniesincluding South Central Bell and Lykes
Bros. Steamship Company. One of the univer-
sal symbols of modernity is the New Orleans
Superdome, a UFO-like concrete, climate-
controlled superstadium that can hold over
75,000 people for sporting events.
On the relief map, the city sits near the final

destination of North America's longest-flowing
waterway. Huck Finn's river cuts a smile
through the lower end of New Orleans, pro-
viding it with its moniker of "The Crescent
City." Talk about irony, the wellspring that
once kept the site of New Orleans a desolate,
swampy marsh has augured its development
into the southern apex of an inverted industrial
pyramid that it is today. New Orleans is one of
North America's largest ports in a region that
is richly endowed with raw materials.

This drydock on the delta offers beaucoups
of fun for the tourist. Ferry rides on the Mis-
sissippi are a favorite diversion as ferries cast
off from three wharfs. Conference-goers
should also treat themselves to some down-
home cajun cookin'. New Orleans is home
to one of America's biggest luminaries of
cuisine, Paul Prudhomme. And what would
a trip to New Orleans be without foot-tapping
to some world-class jazz? The home of Louis
Armstrong cranks out some of the world's
best blues at the Quarters' Preservation Hall
and Pat O'Brien's.
And now a little trivia. Because New Or-

leanssits below sea level, why isn't the city
in a perpetual slosh? The city has 180 subter-
ranean miles of canals in an elaborate drain-
age system that siphons almost 100 billion
gallons of rainfall per year from the city.

It is the aura of mystery and the etherial
and the lore about bygone days that makes
New Orleans the tourist magnet that it is
today. Be sure to add to your experience at
EAPA's National Conference by discovering
for yourself the treasures of the Crescent
City.

Some of

the world's

best

musicians

can be

found

right on

the street

of

New

Orleans!

Jazz

music

soars

every

evening

in the

Quarter.
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EAPA's

workshop

program

will allow

CEAPs

in
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to earn

a maximum

of

18

professional

development

hours.
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"Basics to Beyond"
What Does I t Mean ?"

Aprofessional association like EAPA has two
responsibilities to the field it represents.

First, it identifies and protects the mainstream

practices which define the profession. Second,
it monitors new developments in the field

(i.e. current marketplace conditions) which

potentially alter those practices. Usually, a

judgement needs to be made as to whether a

particular development is part of a long-term

evolution or a "blip" that is better off dis-

carded. Some new developments are assimi-

lated into the mainstream practice in a way

that one hopes keeps the profession on a

consistent, progressive path.

As a profession evolves in this way, two

~..
;~'t
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bodies of knowledge often form: a core base
of knowledge, much as one would find in a
textbook, and advanced or sophisticated
issues, which are typically presented as "cut-
ting-edge" information. Both are important
for the EAP profession, which is inclusive of
seasoned practitioners and newcomers alike.
The theme of the 19th National Confer-

ence—"Basics and Beyond"—accommodates
both. As usual, the workshops will address .
the fundamental issues, such as basic aspects
of program administration, labor-manage-
ment training, reaching workplace popula-
tions, and participating in organizational
decision making. Other workshops pertain

to contemporary themes, such as meeting
federal regulations, managed behavioral

health care, linking up with the medical
review officer, and the extremes of confiden-

tiality as impacted by managed care, drug

testingand the courts.
A modification was made in this year's

workshop program, which is presented on

the following three pages. The workshops

will not be held according to tracks, except
for the research track. The workshops have
been assigned anumber-1 through 23—and

a Content Area. The workshops will also be
run concurrently—usually four at atime—in

six time slots.
This year's smorgasbord of workshops is

the latest in EAPA's lineage of exceptional

conference programs. We hope you'll be

here to beef up your professional knowledge

and competencies!

Tlie Hyatt Rebency New Orleans will be the site
of EAPA's 19th National Conference. Nudging
into the photo on the right is the Louisiana Super-
dome.



The Workshop Tracks
The workshop listings below identify only the workshop presenters and their affiliations

The moderators are not included. Research workshops are listed by letter and
non-research workshops are listed numerically. For a more complete description of
the workshops, please consult the advance program, which has been mailed to all
EAPA members. PDHs have been assigned for each workshop and designated by
Content Area, which is abbreviated as "CA."

■Sunday, October 21
4:15.6:15 p.m.

■ RESEARCH A
The Family and Supervisory Training
CA4-1 PDH, CA5-1 PDH

ACOAs in the workplace: What we
know and what we need to know
Walter Reichman, Ed.D., CEAP and
Saul Podhorzer, Ph.D.
Baruch College, CONY
New York, NY

Supervisor training: A comparison of
internal versus external EAPs

Neil B. Colan, Ed.D. and
Robert J. Schneider, Ed. D.
Boston University School of Social Work
Boston, MA
The alcoholic family at the workplace

Bradley K. Googins, Ph. D.
and Judith C. Casey, LICSW
Boston University School of Social Work
Boston, MA

■ WORKSHOP 1
Termination: Does the employer have
an option anymore?
CA3-2 PDHs

Literacy as an EAP issue

Ray Karesky, Ph.D.
Merex Corporation
Tempe, AZ
Gender issues in EAPs

Toby Landesman, LCSW, CAAC, CEAP
Landesman, Inc.
Chicago, IL

and Dale Monroe-Cook, Ph. D.
Four Winds—Chicago
Lemont, IL

■WORKSHOP 2
EAP Case Management of Disability and
Workers Compensation
CA2-2 PDHs
EAP development of stress and disability
management programs

Harriett A. Hensley, MSW, ACSW, CEAP
and Edward J. Hester, Ph. D.
The Menninger Clinic
Topeka, KS
An EAP response to chronic and trauma-
ticstress disabilities

Lawrence H. Bergmann, Ph. D.
Counseling and Readjustment Services
Columbia, SC

■WORKSHOP 3
Unnerved Employees
CA4-2 PDHs
EAP consortium development in a rural
setting

Debbie J. Sudtelgte, MSW, LSW
Princeton EAP
Princeton, IL

and R. Paul Maiden, CEAP
Creative Care Management, Ltd.
Hoffman Estates, IL

ACOAs—Early identification and intcr-
vention in the workplaces

Robert D. Hutchinson, CEAP
AT&T Health Affairs Organization
Chicago, IL

■Monday, October 22
8:00.10:00 a.m.

■ WORKSHOP 4
Demographic Changes in the Workpllce
CA2-2 PDHs
Counseling ethnic minorities: An EAP
perspective

Celina Pagani-Tousignant
Pacific Gas and Electric
Oakland, CA

1990s and beyond calls for a review of
our customer base
Ying Gee
UAW Local 6000
Lansing, MI

and John Hooks, CEAP
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, MI

Balancing work and family
Margaret Altmix, MSW
Employee Assistance Program
Des Moines, IA

■ WORKSHOP 5
The Impact of Drug Testing on EAPs
CA3-2 PDHs
Drug Testing in the Workplace: Ethical
and Legal Questions Impacting EAP
Policies and Procedures
Kurt W. Klitzke
Hazelden Services Inc.
Minneapolis, MN
Employee attitudes Towards workplace
drug testing

Nathan Bennett, Ph.D.
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA

and Terry C. Blum, Ph. D.
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA
and Paul M. Roman, Ph. D.
University of Georgia
Athens, GA

■ WORKSHOP 6
Relapse Prevention and Intervention
CA5-2 PDHs

Aspects of relapse prevention and long-
ferm recovery for chemical abuse
Ellen Searcy, MA
NASA
Greenbelt, MD

Worker re-entry: A neglected component
of the treatment plan

Reed Clarke, MA
Springbrook Institute
Newberg, OR

■ Monday, October 22
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

■RESEARCH B
Propensity for EAP Use
CA4-2 PDHs
Supervisory referrals: The lone ranger
and trigger

David Harley, Ph.D.
Ingham Counseling Center
Lansing, MA
Supervisors and employees' intentions
to make referrals to an EAP: An empirical
analysis

Dr. Chalmer E. Labig, Jr.
and Dr. William C. Gentry
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK
Managerial and supervisory use of an
EAP: Facilitating and inhibiting factors

Stuart Milne
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA

■ WORKSHOP 7
Program Evaluation and Quality
Assurance
CA4-2 PDHs

Evaluation of an outpatient CD
treatment benefit at AT&T

Alan Youngblood
AT&T
Stanton, NJ

Objective outcome evaluations of EAPs
John C. Erfurt
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

■ WORKSHOP 8
Retooling the EAP in a Time of
Organizational Change
CA3-2 PDHs

New tools for olds EAPs: An Adaption
to change
Michael H. Smith, Ph. D.
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company
Tulsa, OK
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EAP's role in mergers and acquisitions

Bryan Lawton, Ph. D.
Wells Fargo Bank
San Francisco, CA

■ WORKSHOP 9
Peer Intervention Support in the
Workplace
CA5-2 PDHs

PLUS—People learning and under-
standingsubstance abuse
Linda Rawlings
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles, CA
Peer prevention &intervention
initiatives

Stephen Eichler, CEAP
The Institute for Human Resources, Inc.
Rockville, MD

■ Monday, October 22
3:00.5:00 p.m.

■ RESEARCH C
Access, Referrals and Help-Seeking
Attitudes
CA3-1 PDH, CA4-1 PDH

Initiating and sustaining awork-based
research project

Bernard E. Beidel, M.Ed., CEAP
New Jersey State Police
Somerville, NJ

and Walter Reichman, Ed. D., CEAP
Baruch College, CUNY
New York, NY

Nature of Referrals to EAPs: Preliminary
Results

Terry C. Blum, Ph.D.
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA
Employees' attitudes towards seeking
professional help in the work setting: A
comparative study of the Netherlands
and the United States

Clementine Laverman, Ph.D.
University of Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, MS

■ WORKSHOP 10
Health Care for Health Care Providers
CA3-2 PDHs

Nurse CARE network

Carolyn Stark, MS, CE'AP
Catherine McAuley Health Center
Ann Arbor, MI

A way out of the codependency trap for
health care providers
Cynthia Trapani, MS, CAC, CEAP
Managed Health Network, Inc.
Stamford, CT

and Eilene McCabe O'Mara, Ed. D.,
CAC/COAC, CEAP
Carien, CT

■ WORKSHOP 11
Health Care Costs
CA2-2 PDHs
EAP as managed behavioral health care
provider
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Paul M. Hedquist, Ph.D.
Employee Assistance Program
Des Moines, IA

Quality care
Gerald A. Bunn, MA, CEAP
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Toledo, OH

■ Tuesday, October 23
8:00.10:00 a.m.

■ WORKSHOP 12
Computers/Information Technology
CA3-2 PDHs

Computer home videos
C. Howard Grimes, Ph.D.
Employee and Organizational

Development

Atlanta, GA

and Richard E. Miller, Ed. D.
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
Computer techno%gy and EAP practice

Dr. Shafer H. Zysman
EARS Recovery Program
Smithtown, NY

■ WORKSHOP 13
Union-Management Programs
CA4-2 PDHs

Labor, management and E,4Ps

Cindy Tabb Russell, MA
Green River CompCare
Owensboro, NY

MAP leadership training

Zev Halpern
OPT Associates, Inc.

and Dr. Vito Russo
Laborers' International Union of North
America
Rockville, MD

■ WORKSHOP 14
EAP and Illegal Drub Use
CA5-2 PDHs

The extended assessment service for
executives/professionals

James F. Costabilo
Parkside Lutheran Hospital
Park Ridge, IL

EAP role in an atmosphere of zero
tolerance

Jeffrey A. Clayton, MC, CEAP
SODAT of New Jersey, Inc.
Woodbury, NJ

■ Tuesday, October 23
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

■ RESEARCH D
Treatment, Follow-up and Accountability
CA4-2 PDHs

Alcohol treatment centers and EAPs

Paul M. Roman, Ph. D.
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Follow-up and aftercare in EAPs and
worksite wellness programs

Andrea Foote, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan
Outcome studies and treatment
accountability

William J. Filstead, Ph. D.
Parkside Lutheran Hospital
Park Ridge, IL

■ WORKSHOP 15
Programming for a Mandated Drug-Free
Workplace
CA2-2 PDHs

Mary Bernstein, CEAP
GTE Service Corporation
Stamford, CT
and Bill Schleicher, CEAP
AT&T
Chicago, IL

Fitness-for-duty evaluations

James W. Osborn, MD, LEAP, and
Walter J. Wiechetek, MD, MPH
Hamilton Standard—UTC
Windsor Locks, CT

■ WORKSHOP 16
EAP Follow-up/Aftercare
CA4-2 PDHs

The on-site supportgroup

Jack Canavan, MSW, CAC, CEAP
Assured Health Systems, Inc.
Boston, MA
Fail-safe follow-up

Daniel A. Feerst, LICSW, CEAP
The Arlington Hospital
Arlington, VA

■ WORKSHOP 17
Confidentiality Issues
CA3-2 PDHs

is confidentiality an open book?

Hal Thompson
Polestar
Carmel, IN

Confidentiality
William Reilly
Marworth Treatment Center
Shawnee on Delaware, PA

■ Tuesday, October 23
1:30.3:30 p.m.

■ WORKSHOP 1B
Managed t3ehavioral Health Carc
CA3-2 PDHs

Managed care from an internal EAP
perspective
Evelyn R. Malone
Conoco, Inc.
Houston, TX

Cooperative efforts possible for EAPs
and managed care vendors

loan McCrea
Hughes Aircraft Company
Los Angeles, CA

and Deborah S. Parker
CCN, Inc.
Woodland Hills, CA



■ WORKSHOP 19
The Medical Review Officer: A New
Linkage for EAPs
CA3-2 PDHs

The EAP-MRO link: Opportunity
through regulation
Ronald Mack, MD, Denis Ahr and
Raymond McCarthy, Ed. D.
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Hancocks Bridge, NJ

Drug testing and the EAP
Dr. Ian MacDonald
Employee Health Program
Washington, DC

■ WORKSHOP 20
Family-based problems in work
organizations
CA6-2 PDHs

Experiences and considerations in the
development of one in-house MAP
Domestic Vio%nce Project
Carol Brandi
ILGWU
New York, NY

Gregory Krueger, M.Div., MSW, and
Mary Beth Bulte, MSW
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Bridgeton, MO

■ Tuesday, October 23
4:00-6:00 p.m.

■RESEARCH E
Current issues related to EAP
concerns: Drugs, AIDS, Europe
CA2-1 PDH, CA3-1 PDH

The DFWP Act of 19f1t3: Intent and
purpose

Beverly Younger
Reynolds Metals
Berwyn, IL
Workers with AIDS: Do hypothetical
supervisors make EAP referrals?
Lawrence H. Gerstein, Ph.D.,
Kim Diffy, MS, and
)on Jankowski, MA
Ball State University
Muncie, IN
EAPs in Europe: Do they really work?
Konstantin von Vietinghoff-Scheel
Corporate Caring Systems
Brussels, Belgium

■ WORKSHOP 21
EAP Boundaries
CA4-2 PDHs

An introduction to critical-incident
stress

Gerald W. Lewis, Ph. D.
COMPASS
Framington, MA

Can an EAPsay "NO"and still maintain
its program?
Stella M. Strazdas, ACSW
Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.
Nutley, NJ

■ WORKSHOP 22
Organizational Dynamics and Decision
Making
CAl-2 PDHs

Pricing considerations for external EAP
services
Cliff Goldberg
Institute for Human Resources, Inc.
Rockville, MD .
Infusing EAP into the fabric of the
organization
Terry Jones, MA, M.Ed., CEAP
E.A.S.E.
Portland, OR

■ Wednesday, October 24
10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon

■ WORKSHOP 23
Ethnic and Cultural Concerns
CA2-1 PDH, CA4-1 PDH

Superwomen and chemical dependency

Cindy Tabb Russell, MA
Owensboro, KY

Underneath my skin
Maureen Bisanz, LCSW
Westlake Village, CA

Managing cultural diversity in the
workplace
Gloria J. Porter, LCSW
County of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA

and Dr. Jorge Cherbosque
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA

A long, lazy carriage ride is one of the
pleasures of visitors to the Crescent City.
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SPECIAL

NOTICE!!

Hotel

reservations

are first

come, first

served.

To

guarantee

a room

at the

Hyatt

Regency,

orthe

Holiday Inn

Downtown-

Superdome

(the

spillover

hotel),

reservations

must be

made by

September

29th!!

2 £3

Getting
Around

Once your plane touches down at New Or-
leans International Airport, you have four
options by which you can get to the Hyatt.
■ A taxicab ride for up to three people is
$18, and $6 for each additional passenger.
■ Rhodes Limousine Service is also available
at $7 per person. For more information, call
Rhodes Limo when you arrive in the airport
at 469-4555.
■ Public transportation is available at a fare
of $1 .10. It departs from the airport and
heads downtown along Tulane Avenue every
10-15 minutes during peak hours and every
half-hour otherwise.
■ EAPA has a discount arrangement with
Alamo Rent-a-Car. Please see the Advance
Program, which was recently mailed to all
EAPA members, for details.
Once you are at the conference hotel, if

you want to do the town but don't have a
rental car, try a VisiTour pass, which entitles
a bearer to unlimited ridershipon the streetcar
lines along the St. Charles Avenue/Carondelet
Street and Riverfront lines.

Annual Business
Meeting
(Legal Notice)

There shall be notification of an annual busi-

ness meeting of the Corporation at a time

and location to be designated by the Board
of Directors of the Corporation at least one

hundred twenty (120) days prior to such
meeting. Items to be included in the agenda
for the meeting may be proposed at the re-
quest of the Board of Directors, or by written

request of at least one third of the voting
members. Such request proposed by the
voting members must be received at least
sixty (60) days prior to such meeting. Notifi-
cation of such meeting shall be made by the
Executive Director and shall be mailed at
least forty-five (45) days before such meeting
and shall include all items to be discussed at

such meetings, except that if the Executive
Committee determines that an emergency
situation exists, it may add pertinent items to
the agenda of the meeting provided notice of

such addition is mailed at least ten (10) days
before such meeting.

In accordance with the above required
notice, there will be an annual business
meeting of EAPA on Sunday, October 21 at

the Hyatt Regency New Orleans in New

Orleans, Louisiana, from 1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

DOWNTOWN NEW ORLEANS
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At LIFELINE, we've helped thousands of people
end the nightmare of cocaine abuse.

LIFELINE's full-time staff uses the most advanced
relapse prevention techniques.

And with a comprehensive two-year follow-up
program, LIFELINE paves the way for a
long-term, productive return to daily life.

1'~'~I~1

_~....,,

If someone you know has a cocaine problem,
call LIFELINE...before they just blow their
life away.

Contact LIFELINE today for more information.

(312) 275-9393 ~~hZ~ago~

(313) 75 5 "~6~~ (Detroit)

CHICAGO DETROIT
GouisA. Weiss Memorial Hospital Northwest General Hospital
Chicago Osteopathic Medical Center Doctors Hospital

2~-Hour Hotline 24-Hour Hotline
(312) 275-9393 (313) 755-0600
Outside 1L800-822-4898 Outside (313) 800-638-8099

LIFELINE
The Shortest Distance Between

Addiction ~ Recovery"'



THE E~4P ASSOCIATION E'aCCHo4NGE
INDICES

July 1989 June 1990

AUTHOR INDEX
Terry Blum, Ph.D., Paul Roman, Ph.D., and

Nathan Bennett, "Public Images of Alco-
holism: Data From a Georgia Study," Aug.
1989, p. 35.

Bickerton, Dick, MS, LEAP, "The EAP Agenda
and the Industrial Social Worker," Sep 1989,
p. 20.

"The Right to Privacy, The Need to Know: Are
They Natural Enemies?", Mar 1990, p. 42.

Blume, Sheila, "Depression and Chemical De-
pendency Among Women: Which Came
First, the Chicken or the Egg?", excerpt from
presentation before the EAPA New York City
Chapter, May 1990, p. 14.

Brooks, Margaret K., "The Legal Action Center
Comments on the Supreme Court's Drug Test-
ing Cases, State Legislation, and the DFWP
Act," )ul 19F39, p. 10.

Brothers, Don, CPA, "A Tough Testing Law and
Rising MD/CD Costs Bring Labor and
Management Together," Jun 1990, p. 25.

Campbell, Allen, "How One Bank in an Acquisi-
tionGrowth Cycle is Developing its EAP Serv-
ices," Nov 1989, p. 34.

Cangianelli, Captain Leo, "The Navy Drug and
Alcohol Abuse Program," Mar 1990, p. 14.

Challenger, Bob R., CEAP, "Professional De-
velopment," Feb 1990, p. 22.

Delaney, Thomas ~. (The following lists the pri-
mary subject of each "From the Executive Di-
rector' column, published monthly)

lul 1989, National Conference, Board-related
activities, p. 5.

Aug 1989, "user accountability," public policy,
p. 5.

Sep 1989, Exxon Valdez accident, p. 5.
Oct 19II9, President Bush's endorsement of

EAPs, p.5.
Nov 1989, EAPA chapters, public policy, p. 5.
Dec 1989, parameters o(EAP, professional stand-

ards, p. 5.
Jan 1990, EAP issues for the 1990s, p. 6.
Feb 1990, ASAE management study, p. 5.
Mar 1990, President's National Drug Control

Strategy, p. 5.
Apr 1990, Institute of Medicine study, p. 5.
May 1990, public policy in the states, p. 5.
June 1990, EAP standards, health care, insur-
ance p. 5.

Deming, Janet, CEAP, "As an EAP Firm Grows, It
Must be Able to Manage Talent," Mar 1990,
p. 50.

Durban, Charles L., New Challenges to EAP
Confidentiality Will Arise in the 1990's (One
Member's View)," Jan 1990, p. 24.

Durkin, William, Ph.D., "ARCO," Mar 1990, p.
34.

Foote, Andrea, Ph.D., and John C. Erfurt, "Study
Data on Supervisory Cover-up,"Aug 1989, p.
33.
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Fry, John D., "In the EAP Business Life Cycle, Di-
versifying Into Managed Care Makes Good
Sense," Apr 1990, p. 33.

"A'Resource Pool' Passes Risk on to Providers in
MMHC Plan," May 1990, p. 33.

Gee, Ying, "Insights on Asian Americans," Oct
1989, p. 30.

Googins, Bradley, Ph.D. and Judith Casey, LICSW,
"Working Wives of Alcoholics," Sep 1989, p. 26.

Hayman, Crystal R. and Leon Copeland, "In-
sights on American Indians," Oct 1989, p. 42.

Hession, Liz and Arlene Murphy, "New York
Statewide Employee Assistance Program,"
Mar 1990, p. 31.

Hession, Liz and Arlene Murphy, "New York
Statewide Employee Assistance Program,"
Mar 1990, p. 31.

Hobart, Tim, MBA, CEAP and June Cowell-
Oates, Ed.D., "Supervisory Training: One
EAP Firm's Breakthrough," Aug 19f39, p. 38.

Hooks, John and Michael McMillan, "Insights
on African Americans," Oct 1989, p. 34.

Kane, Mary Ellen, "Kemper National Insurance
Companies," Mar 1990, p. 18.

Landesman, Toby A., LCSW, CAAC, CEAP,
"Me~toring: It's AI I Greek to Me!!", Feb 1990,
p. 14.

Matano, Robert, Ph.D. and Lisa I. Post, "Health
Promotion and Work: Harnessing the Power
of Integrated Resources," Sep 1989, p. 29.

McCormick, Marie L., CEAP," The EAP Prob-
lem-Solving Process Begins With an Alcurate
Assessment," Apr 1990, p. 15.

Mermis, William L., Ph.D., CEAP, "A Historical
Perspective on EAPCurriculum Development
in Higher Education," Feb 1990, p. 26.

"The College and University EAP Network," Feb
1990, p. 34.

Metivier-Redd, Marion and Santo J. Albano,
"Establishing the Basis for Interface between
Affirmative Action and EAPs," Oct 1989, p. 46.

Molloy, Dan, CEAP, "ET&C Coordinator Will
Work on Behalf of Educaton &Training Com-
mittee, EACC," Sep 1989, p. 14.

Mosher, Dana, MSW, CEAP, EAPs and Elder-
care: AResponse from Corporate America,"
Jan 1990, p. 14.

Murgitroyde, Thom, "New Directions for Labor,
May 1990, p. 25.

Older, Harry J., Ph.D. and Ellen Searcy, MA,
"Assuring the Continued Recovery of EAP
Clients Through Post-Treatment Aftercare,"
June 1990, p. 22.

Pagani-Tousignant, Celina and Dennis Kosinski,
"Insights on Hispanics," Oct 1989, p. 38.

Pasco, Thomas, CEAP (President's Message),
"How Far We've Come, Where We're
Going," Jan 1990, p. 5.

Perryman, Bill and Ken Burgess, "Aluminum
Company of America," Mar 1990, p. 21.

Pilat, Joanne, "Woman's Breakfast, Program
Held in Baltimore," Jan 1990, p. 29.

Rosenberg, Edwin, Ph.D. and Michael Connor,
MSW, "Treating the Mentally III Chemical
Abuser," Apr 1990, p. 22.

Shanahan, William, Ph.D., and Robert Wirtz,
"Intrinsic Problems Lead to Innovative Solu-
tionsfor this Hospital EAP," Oct 1989, p. 18.

Sonnenstuhl, William J., Ph.D., "The Process of
Assisting Alcoholics in the Workplace Differs
From Other Troubled Employees," Apr 1990,
p. 18.

Sonnenstuhl, William, Ph.D., and Harrison
Trice, Ph.D., "The Myth of the Troubled
Supervisor," Aug 1989, p. 30.

Steele, Paul, "The Anti-Alcoholism Movement
and the Development of Employee Assistance
Programs," Aug 1989, p. 27.

Stoever, Rebecca, MHDL, CEAP, "One EAP's
Response to Hurricane Hugo: A Retrospective
Account," Dec 1989, p. 12.

Turner, Sandra, CEAP, "EACC Will Acton Feed-
back from'Baltimore," Feb 1990, p. 7.

"Recertification: ABrief Pause for Reflection,"
Oct 1989, p. 10.

Wakefield, Michael and Audrey Polk, "Case
Studies on the EAP Client's Right to Privacy
and Company's Need to Know," May 1990,
p. 10.

Wallace, )ohn, Ph.D., "Chemical Dependency
Treatment in the 90s: Promises and Pitfalls,"
Apr 1990, p. 20.

Wallace, Nancy, CSW, CEAP, "Women and
Dual Diagnosis: TreatCD First," excerpt from
presentation before the EAPA New'York City
Chapter, Jun 1990, p. 28.

Yandrick, Rudy M., "An Appreciation for
Labor," May 1990, p. 18.

"Critical Incidents: The California Earthquake
brings Critical Incident Response Planning to
the Forefront," Jan 1990, p. 18.

"Four Michigan Chapters, State Agency, are
Pooling Their Resources for an EAP Develop-
ment Drive," Nov 1989, p. 20.

"Government, Industry Initiatives Promote a
Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace on the
Railroads," Sep 1989, p. 22.

"The President's National Drug Control Strategy:
EAPs are The Workplace's Response
Mechanism to National Drug Problems," Nov
.1989, p. 10.

"Standards and Managed Care Monographs:
With the release of two hallmark documents,
EAPA is helping to position our young profes-
sion for growth and development in the
1990s,"Jun 1990, p. 14.

"With Friends in High Places, The Illinois Chap-
ter Reaches to All Corners of the State," Nov
1989, p. 15.

Yandrick, Rudy M. and Michele A. Jones, "The
Starting Point," Oct 1989, p. 23.

Young, Reverend Peter B., "The Shifting Role of
EAP and Focused Managed Care," Oct 1989,
p. 55.



SUBJECT INDEX
ADMINISTRATION, Association-related (also,
see "National Conference" heading)

"1990 Elections: The Nominating Process Be-
gins," )an 1990, p. 8.

"ALMACA to EAPA: Making Forward Progress,"
Jul 1989, p. 8.

"ASAE Evaluation Team Visits EAPA," Aug
1989, p. 7.

"Board Holds Spring Meeting in Tulsa," Aug
1989, p. 7.

"Budget Figures for 1989-1990 Are Released,"
Aug 1989, p. 8.

"EAPA Names Nominating Committee Members,"
Mar 1990, p. 6.

"EAPA Plans Re-release of Chapter Handbook,"
Dec 1989, p. 8.

"EAPA Releases Press Kit," Oct 1989, p. 13.
"EAPA Set to Release a Publications Catalog,"

Jun 1990, p. 13.
"EAPA's Board Reporting Structure," Oct 1989,

p. 12.
"EAPA's Helping Hands" (a profile on EAPA staff

members), Jan 1990, p. 10.
"EAPA's Resource Center: What are People

Calling in About?", Feb 1990, p. 39.
"EAP Association Bylaws~'(special eight-page

pullout)," Mar 1990, p. 23.
"Exchange Sets 8-Month Editorial Agenda," Dec

1989, p. 10.
"Financial Summary" (a five-page statement of

EAPA's financial condition), Dec 1989, p. 34.
"How Far We've Come, Where We're Going"

(Presidents Message), Thomas J. Pasco,
CEAP, Jan 1990, p. 5.

"New Committee Name Reflects Changes in
EAPs," Dec 1989, p. 9.

"New Logo Puts 'Seal of Approval' on EAPA
Name Change," Sep 1989, p. 9.

THE BUSINESS PAGE

"As an EAP Firm Grows, It Must Be Able to Man-
age Talent," Janet Deming, CEAP, Mar 1990,
p. 50.

"Here are Three Mid-size EAPs that Use Creative
Staff Development to Spur Growth," Sep
1989, p. 38

"How one Bank in an Acquisition Growth Cycle
is Developing its EAP Services" (NCNB Na-
tional Bank), Allen Campbell, Nov 1989, p.
34.

"How to Conduct your Own EAP Market Re-
search," Jul 1989, p. 43.

"In the EAP Business Life Cycle, Diversifying
into Managed Care Makes Good Sense," John
D. Fry, Apr 1990, p. 33.

"A'Resource Pool' Passes Risk on to Providers in
a MMHC Plan," John D. Fry, May 1990, p,.
33.

"Some Elements of 'Change Leadership' for the

CEOs of EAP firms," Oct 1989, p. 66.
"Strategic Business Planning Provides the

Framework for Business Growth," Jan 1990,
p. 38.

"Strategic Business. Planning Becomes More
Sophisticated with Company Growth (part
2)," Feb 1990, p. 42.

CERTIFICATION

"Addresses Requested for 'Missing' CEAPs,"
June 1990, p. 9.
"EACC Accepts PDH Aps for Training," Sandra

Turner, CEAP, Sep 1989, p. 17.
"EACC Modifies Recertification Process," Mar

1990, p. 9.
"EACC Publishes Three Guidebooks," Jul 1989,

p. 7.
"EACC Will Act on Feedback from Baltimore,"

Sandra Turner, CEAP, Vice-Chair EACC, Feb
1990, p. 7.

"ET&C Coordinator will Work on Behalf of Edu-
cation &Training Committee, EACC," Dan
Molloy, CEAP, Sep 1989, p. 14.

"The EAP Profession Welcomes 216 New
CEAPs," Feb 1990, p. 8.

"PDHs Now Available for Item Writing," May
1990, p. 8.

"Recertification: ABrief Pause for Reflection,"
Sandra Turner, CEAP, Oct 1989, p. 10.

"Regional ET&C Reps are Named," May 90, p. 9.
"So. Ohio Chapter Promotes Recertification,"

Apr 1990, p. 7.
"Two Classes of CEAPs Join the EAP Profession,"
Aug 1989; p. 14.

CHAPTERS AND REGIONS

"Arizona Chapter Holds Historic Meeting with
Governor Rose Mofford," Oct 1989, p. 14.

"Bernstein, Francek, Franklin Honored by De-
troitChapter," July 1989, p. 15.

"California EAPA Chapters Hold Conference in
State Capitol," Oct 1989, p. 50.

"Central, Western Regions Hold Conferences,"
Jul 1989, p. 14.

"Chesapeake Chapter Holds Conference," Sep
1989, p. 33.

"Delaware Valley Chapter Honors Greg DeLapp
for a Decade of Service," Feb 1990, p. 36.

"The District Conference Season is Here," Feb
1990, p. 12.

"In Springfield, Eastern Hosts Another Big
Show," Aug 1989, p. 9.

"Kansas City Chapter Awards Scholarships," Jul
1989, p. 15.

"Massachusetts Chapter Exhibits at NASW,"Sep
1989, p. 33.

"Membership in National EAPA," Mar 1990, p. 11.
"N/C Wisconsin Chapter Hosts Third Confer-

ence," Dec 1989, p. 39.
"South is First Regional to Offer PDHs," May

1990, p. 16.

CONFIDENTIALITY (Privacy vs. Disclosure)

"Case Studies on the EAP Clients Right to Privacy
and the Company's Need to Know," Michael
Wakefield and Audrey L. Polk, May 1990, p. 10.

"New Challenges to EAP Confidentiality Will
Arise in the 1990's," Charles L. Durban,
CEAP, Jan 1990, p. 24.

"The Right to Privacy, The Need to Know: Are
They Natural Enemies?", Richard Bickerton,
MS, CEAP, Mar 1990, p. 42.

EAP-RELATED FEATURES

"An Appreciation for Labor," Rudy M. Yandrick,
May 1990, p. 18.

"Aluminum Company of America" (part of a se-
quence on five outstanding EAPs), Bill Perry-
man and Ken Burgess, Mar 1990, p. 21.

"ARCO" (part of a sequence on five outstanding
EAPs), William G. Durkin, Ph.D., Mar 1990,
p. 34.

"Assuring the Continued Recovery of EAP
Clients Through Post-Treatment Aftercare,"
Harry J. Older, Ph.D. and Ellen Searcy,. MA,
Jun 1990, p. 22.

"A Critical Incident Stress Debriefing Plan" (in-
cluding acover letter from EAPA Vice Presi-
dent-Operations Tamara Cagney) Feb 1990,
p. 10.

"Critical Incidents: The California Earthquake
brings critical incident response planning to
the forefront," Rudy M. Yandrick, editor, Jan
1990, p. 18.

"The EAP Agenda and the Industrial Social
Worker," Dick Bickerton, MS, CEAP, Sep
1989, p. 20.

"The EAP Problem-Solving Process Begins With
an Accurate Assessment," Marie L. McCormick,
CEAP, Apr 1990, p. 15.

"EAPs and Eldercare: A Response from Cor-
porate America," Dana Mosher, MSW,
CEAP, Jan 1990, p. 14.

"EAPs in Education Group Conducts Study of
Faculty and Staff EAPs," Mar 1990, p. 45.

"Four Labor or Labor-Management Programs
and How They Work," May 1990, p. 23.

"Four Michigan Chapters, State Agency, are
Pooling Their Resources for an EAP Develop-
ment Drive," Rudy M. Yandrick, Nov 1989,
p. 20.

"Government, Industry Initiatives Promote a
Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace on the
Railroads," Rudy Yandrick, Sep 1989, p. 22.

"Intrinsic Problems Lead to Innovative Solutions
for this Hospital EAP," (Toledo Hospital in
Ohio), William Shanahan, Ph.D., CEAP, and
Robert Wirtz, Oct 1989, p. 18.

"Kemper National Insurance Companies' (part
of a sequence on five outstanding EAPs), Mary
Ellen Kane, Mar 1990, p. 18.

"The Navy Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program"
(part of a sequence on five outstanding EAPs),
Captain Leo Cangianelli, Mar 1990, p. 14.
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"New Directions for Labor," Thom Murgi-
troyde, May 1990, p. 25.

"New York Statewide Employee Assistance Pro-
gram" (part of a sequence on five outstanding
EAPs), Liz Hession and Arlene Murphy, Mar
1990, p. 31.

"One EAPs Crisis Response to Hurricane Hugo:
A Retrospective Account," Rebecca P.
Stoever, MHDL, CEAP, Dec 1989, p. 12.

"Post-Hugo Stress Syndrome: Suggestions for
Reducing and Coping With Stress," Dec
1989, p. 14.

"The Princeton (IL) EAP Consortium Work
Plan," Nov 1989, p. 18.

"The Shifting Role of EAP and Focused Managed
Care," Reverend Peter G. Young, Oct 1989,
p. 55.

"Supervisory Training: One EAP Firm's Break-
through," Tom Hobart, MBA, CEAP and June
Cowell-Oates, Ed. D., Aug 1989, p. 38.

"Standards and Managed Care Monographs:
With the release of two hallmark documents,
EAPA is helping to position our young profes-
sion for growth and development in the
1990s," Rudy M. Yandrick, editor, Jun 1990,
p. 14.

"A Tough Testing Law and Rising MH/CD Costs
Bring Labor and Management Together," Don
Brothers, CPA, Jun 1990, p. 25.

"Transportation EAPs Discuss Safety Issues, Sep
1989, p. 32.

"With Friends in High Places, the Illinois Chap-
ter Reaches to All Corners of the State," Rudy
M. Yandrick, Nov 1989, p. 15.

ETHNIC AND CULTURAL CONCERNS

"Defining the Melting-Pot Issues, Finding the Fit
for EAPs," Oct 1989, p. 22.

"E&CC Chair John Hooks Talks about the Ameri-
can Melting Pot and its Changing Demogra-
phics," Oct 1989, p. 26.

"Establishing the Basis for Interface Between Af-
firmative Action and EAPs," Marion Metivier-
Redd and Santo J. Albano, Oct 1989, p. 46.

"Insights on African Americans," John Hooks
and Michael McMillan, Oct 1989, p. 34.

"Insights on American Indians," Crystal R.
Hayman and Leon Copeland, Oct 1989, p. 42.

"Insights on Asian Americans," Ying Gee, Oct
1989, p. 30.

"Insights on Hispanics," Celina Pagani-Tousig-
nantand Dennis Kosinski, Oct 1989, p. 38.

"The Starting Point," Rudy M. Yandrick and
Michelle A. Jones, Oct 1989, p. 23.

"Where Ethnically Diverse Groups Live," Oct
1989, p. 24.

FILM REVIEWS

"About Self-Esteem," Channing L. Bete, July
1989, p. 30.
"Back to Work," FLI Learning Systems, June 1990,

p. 21.
"Blueprint for Recovery," Sheet Metal Workers
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International Association, Feb 1990, p. 21.
"Breaking the Grip," PRI/Spectrum, Aug 1989,

p. 41.
"Call Walsh," Motivision, Oct 1989, p. 17.
"Coping with Stress," PRI/Spectrum, Aug 1989,

p. 41.
"DFWP 20 Questions," BNA Communications,

Jun 1990, p. 20.
"EAP Legal and Ethical Issues," Gary Whiteaker,

Corp., July 1989, p. 30.
"Enemy Within/Drugs in the Workplace,"

Coronet/MTI Film and Video,lun 1990, p. 20.
"Heroes and Strangers," New Day Films, Jan

1990, p. 28.
"Gordon," Motivision, Oct 1989, p. 16.
"I Have a Friend," Performance Resource Press,

Apr 1990, p. 8.
"Just as I Am," PRI/Spectrum, Jan 1990, p. 28.
"Six Ordinary People," BNA Communications,

Jun 1990, p. 20.
"Smoking—How to Stop," PRI/Spectrum, Feb

1990, p. 21.
"Sons &Daughters/Drugs &Booze," Gerald T.

Rogers Productions, July 1989, p. 30.
"Staying Sober, Keeping Straight," Gerald T.

Rogers Productions, Feb 1990, p. 21.
"(A) Story About Feelings," Johnson Institute,

July 1989, p. 30.
"Stress Management," PRI/Spectrum, Aug

1989, p. 41.
"Stress Test," PRI/Spectrum, Jan 1990, p. 28.
"To Meet A Need," Motivision, Oct 1989, p. 16.
"Toward aDrug-Free Workplace," Hazelden,

Apr 1990, p. 8.
"Utilizing Effective Disciplinary Action," Ameri-

can Media, Inc., Apr 1990, p. 8.
"We're all Under the Influence," American

Media Incorporated, Jun 1990, p. 20.
"Weber's Choice," Motivision, Oct 1989, p. 16.
"Wellness in the Workplace," PRI/Spectrum,
Aug 1989, p. 41.

FUND RAISING

"An EAP Research Journal is in the Works!!"
Mar 1990, p. 10.

"EAPA's Fund Raising takes a New Direction,"
Dec 1989, p. 7.

"Thank You, LEAP Contributors," Sep 1989, p. 10.

IN MEMORIAM

Bonnie Forquer, Aug 1989, p. 12.
Ed Johnson, Jan 1990, p. 30.
Michael Halbrook, Jan 1990, p. 31
Wayne Gradwohl, Jan 1990, p. 30.
Glenda Knight, Jan 1990, p. 30.
Pat Patterson, Aug 1989, p. 12.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(in alphabetical order, by name

Heck, Paul W., M.Ed., LPC, CAC, CEAP, (Alpha-
bet Soup), Jul 1989, p. 33.

Elliott, T.J., CAC, CEAP, (Responding to Donald

Sandin's letter), Feb 1990, p. 37.
Sandin, Donald (Responding to Reverend
Young Article), Dec 1989, p. 42.

MISCELLANEOUS

"1989 National H.S. Senior Drug Abuse Survey
Results Published," Apr 1990, p. 29.

"AAPPO Publishes Standards for PPOs," Dec
1989, p. 44.

"Book of Research Proceedings on Alcohol In-
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Jun 1990, p.31.

"Disease Definition of Alcoholism Revised," Jun
1990, p. 30.

"Dr. Fern Asma Honored by the American Col-
lege of Occupational Medicine," Sep 1989,
p. 37.

"EAPA's Resource Center: What are People
Calling in About?", Feb 1990, p. 39.

"EAP Survey in Cork County, Ireland Locates 15
Companies with Progams," Oct 1989, p. 58.

"Executive Search Firm Calis for Compensation
Hikes for EAP Directors," Jul 1989, p. 32.

"FSA Reports that Social Workers are Seldom
Sued for Malpractice," Nov 1989, p. 32.

"Future Work &Family Issues and the Labor
Agenda," Oct 1989, p. 61.

"Gallup Surveys Parents and Children About At-
Home Discussion about Drugs," Jan 1990, p.
34.
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math of Valdez," Aug 1989, p. 44. ,

"NAPPH Publishes Psych Admission Criteria
and a Model for Evaluating Patient Status or
Outcome," Jul 1989, p. 34.

"National Family Caregivers Week Observed,"
Jan 1990, p. 16.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

"18th National Conference Drops Anchor in
Baltimore" (a 12-page preconference promo-
tion), Jul 1989, p. 17.

"The 19th EAPA National Conference Call for
Papers," Feb 1990, p. 15.

"From Stem to Stern, EAPA's 18th National Con-
ference was the Best Ever!" (a 12-page post-
conferencewrap-up), Dec 1989, p. 17.

"National Conference Supplement," Sep 1989,
p. 18.

"NIDA Reports that Results of Household Sur-
vey on Drug Abuse are 'Very Encouraging',"
Sep 1989, p. 34.

"NYBGH Surveys Workplace AIDS Education
Programs," May 1990, p. 30.

"National AIDS Information Clearinghouse,"
Jan 1990, p. 35.

"OSAP Launches Three-Year Training Pro-
gram," Mar 1990, p. 46.

"The Smithers Institute is Reorganized," Mar
1990, p. 48.

"Three Soviets Visit Long Island Railroad," Mar
1990, p. 47.



"Tom Delaney Responds to 'Running Amok',"
Sep 1989, p. 7 6.

"US-USSR Dialogue Promotes an Understand-
ing of EAP, Alcoholism, Treatment Issues,"
Aug 1989, p. 42.

"Women's Breakfast, Program Held in Balti-
more," Joanne Pilat, Jan 1990, p. 29.
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1989, p. 8.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

"A Historical Perspective on EAP Curriculum
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L. Mermis, Ph.D.,. CEAP, Feb 1990, p. 26.
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William L. Mermis, Ph. D. CEAP, Feb 1990,
p. 34.

"EAP Curriculums in Higher Education: Where
to Find Them," Feb 1990, p. 28.

"Professional Development," Bob R. Challenger,
Feb 1990, p. 22.

"Two Additional Entries to the Curriculum
Catalog," Apr 1990, p. 30.

PUBLIC POLICY

"Bureau of Labor Statistics Publishes Data on the
Incidence of Anti-Drug Programs," Nov
1989, p. 29.

"California Considers Two EAP Bills," May
1990, p. 26.

"California EAPA Chapters Hold Conference in
State Capitol," Oct 1989, p. 50.

"Coming up to Speed on Section 89," Feb 1990,
p. 36.

"Congress Looks at Universal Health Care," Aug
1989, p. 10.

"Congress Tags $2 Million More for EAP De-
velopment," Jan 1990, p. 32.

"DoL Awards 23 EAP Development Grants,"
Nov 1989, p. 28.

"Dr. Kleber Comments Favorably on EAPs,"Apr
1990, p. 6.

"EAPA Conducts State Public Policy Survey: Up-
dates Results," Oct 1989, p. 51.

"EAPA Responds to DoT's Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking," Mar 1990, p. 12.

"Federal Regs that Apply to Special Industries,"
Jun 1990, p. 10.

"Legal Action Center to Provide Public Policy
Services to EAPA," Apr 1990, p. 12.

"The Legal Action Center Comments on the Su-
preme Court's Drug Testing Cases, State Legis-
lation, and DFWP Act," Margaret K. Brooks,
Jul 1989, p. 10.

"Maine Passes Drug Testing, EAP Bill; Regs
Awaited," Oct 1989, p. 54.

"Michigan, Maine Host Governor's Confer-
ence," Feb 1990, p. 13.

"Michigan's Donald Reisig Directs the State's
Drug-Free Workplace Campaign," Mar 1990,
p. 39.

"Missouri Approves EAPA, CEAP Exemption," )an
1990, p. 26.

"National EAPA Names Eight Priority Issues,"
May 1990, p. 26.

"NIDA's Workplace Policy Research Branch,"
Nov 1989, p. 22.

"NYC Mayor Makes EAP Coverage Citywide,"
Jul 1989, p. 31.

"National Family Caregivers Week Observed,"
Jan 1990, p. 16.

"New York State Administration Promotes
EAPs," Dec 1989, p. 30.

"New York State Issues RFP for Small Work-
Organization EAPs," Jul 1989, p. 36.

"NIDA's Workplace Policy Research Branch,"
Nov 1989, p. 22.

"President Bush Endorses EAPs in Speech on
National Drug Strategy," Oct 1989, p. II.

"The President's National Drug Control Strategy:
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Mechanism to National Drug Problems," Rudy
M. Yandrick, Nov 1989, p. 10.

"Public Policy Network is Reorganized," Dec
1989, p. 33.`
"State Public Policy Coordinators Named,"
Apr 1990, p. 10.

"Victory for Victims of Faulty Drug Tests in New
York State," June 1990, p. 32,

BILLS IN THE HOPPER

July 1989, p. 29.
Aug 1989, p. 11.
Oct 1989, p. 54:
Dec 19II9, p. 32.
Apr 1990, p. 12.

RESEARCH

"The Anti-Alcoholism Movement and Develop-
ment of Employee Assistance Programs," Paul
Steele, Aug 1989, p. 27.

"Health Promotion and Work: Harnessing the
Power of Integrated Resources," Robert
Matano, Ph.D. and Lisa Post, MA, Sep 1989,
p. 29.

"McDonnell Douglas Corporation's EAP Pro-
duces Hard Data," Aug 1989, p. 18.

"The Myth of the Troubled Supervisor," William
Sonnenstuhl, Ph.D., and Harrison Trice,
Ph.D., Aug 1989, p. 30.

"The Process of Assisting Alcoholics in the
Workplace Differs From Other Troubled Em-
ployees,"William J. Sonnenstuhl, Ph. D., Apr
1990, p. 18.

"Public Imabes of Alcoholism: Data from a
Georgia Study," Terry Blum, Ph. D., Paul
Roman, Ph.D., and Nathan Bennett, Aug
1989, p. 35.

"Study Data on Supervisory Cover-up," Andrea
Foote, Ph.D., and John C. Erfurt, Aug 1989,
p. 33.

"Working Wives of Alcoholics," Bradley
Googins, Ph.D., and)udithC. Casey, LICSW,
Sep 1989, p. 26.

TREATMENT ISSUES

"After Treatment, "Oxford House Answers the
Question of'What Next?"', Nov 7989, p. 26.

"Chemical Dependency Treatment for the 90s:
Promises and Pitfalls," John Wallace, Ph.D.,
Apr 1990, p. 20.

"Institute of Medicine Study Advocates Expand-
ing Treatment Systems and Increasing Com-
munity Role," Apr 1990, p. 26.

"Treating the Mentally III Chemical Abuser,"
Edwin Rosenberg, Ph.D. and Michael Connor,
MSW, Apr 1990, p. 22.
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"Depression and Chemical Dependency Among
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the Egg?," May 1990, p. 14.

"Mentoring: It's All Greek to Me!", Toby A.
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p. 14.

"Women and Dual Diagnosis: Treat CD First,"
Nancy Wallace, CSW, CEAP, Jun 1990, p. 28.
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ONE MEMBER'S
VIEW

Drug Testing and Managed Care
Provide the Motivation for

EAPs and Treatment
to Improve Service Delivery

As we enter a new decade EAPs are,
paradoxically, in a period of
both growth and survival. There

are more EAPs today than there have
ever been. But the EAP also has less
flexibility than it has ever had. Cost
containment efforts through managed
care, and drug usage control through
drug testing, are affecting, if not limit-
ing, the EAP's potential.

Coincidentally, chemical dependency
treatment is entering a new era. It
brings with it changing usage patterns
and new economic realities. Both
EAPs and treatment service providers
are held financially accountable for
their decisions. We're using a business
approach today to manage human
services, especially by using a busi-
ness approach today to managed.
human services, especially by using
quantitative methods to measure qual-
itativeevents (like sobriety). Future de-
cision making, it seems, will be done
quantitatively.
The language we now use to com-

municate in the EAP field is evidence
of that. Words like "cost benefit,"
"cost effectiveness," "contract' and
"audit' are very familiar to EAP profes-
sionals, and we now find them in the
vocabulary of other disciplines.

EAPs are becoming more sophisti-
cated in dealing with complicated
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problems. Today's employee assist-
ance professionals assume a role quite
different from that of their predeces-
sors. The EAP professional of today is
responsible for much more than sim--
pleassessment and referral.

NEW EAP VARIABLES

Not only is the EAP responsible for a
greater degree of case management
and quality control, it must be aware of
extraneous variables that, until now,
were somebody else's headaches. Drug
testing, for example, was imposed
upon us and affected our jobs before
we knew what hit us. In 1986, the
President's Commission on Organized

WALTER SCANLON, MBA, CAC, CEAP
has worked 15 years in the chemical de-
pendency and EAP fields in the New York
City area. He has served in marketing and
program operation positions at Bethany
Center and Freeport Group. He also
worked for three years as EAP director for
the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey. This summer, Praeger-Greenwood
Press will publish his second book on
EAPs, entitled Alcoholism in the Work-
p/ace: Volume 2. He also serves on the Ex-
change's Advisory Committee.

Crime somehow got into the business
of drug and alcohol abuse and a few
days after their report was filed,
cabinet members were voluntarily
peeing in bottles! As simple as that, a
urine sample would theoretically end
our drug problem.

This was followed by a frenzy of di-
rect interdiction activities, including
drug-sniffing dogs running through
employee locker rooms searching for
illegal substances. Why the emphasis
on these approaches? Apparently, iYs
because testing and searching are
easier to understand than EAPs and
treatment.
The intensity of drug testing has sim-

mered down in the last few years, but
it's still very much with us. In January,
transportation agencies across the
country implemented mandatory
drug-testing policies. Their goal is to
eliminate the use of drugs among em-
ployees responsible for moving people
from one place toanother—an ambiti-
ous, if somewhat naive, effort
applauded by many.

Both government and private indus-
try are scrambling to solve the drug
problem. In the last few years, we've
added the Drug-Free Workplace Act, a
Czar named William Bennett to head
up the Office of National Drug Control
Policy, and a U.S. President who



launched his initiatives in a "War on
Drugs." Isn't it ironic, however, that
on the same day in September 1989
that these initiatives were launched,
The Wall Street Journal ran a front-
page article that reported how corpora-
tions are cutting back on drug-treat-
ment benefits in an attempt to contain
the rising cost of health, care. It's also
ironic that reducing treatment rather
than improving it is seen as the way to
contain costs.

MANAGED CARE

The term "managed health care," used
to describe a systematic attempt to
contain the rising cost of health care, is
familiar to all of us. Managed care has
succeeded to the extent that it has be-
cause work organizations are seeking
cost-effective solutions to costly prob-
lems. That makes sense. But is less
treatment or better treatment what we
need?
While cost effectiveness has always

been an objective, the nature of chem-
ical dependency and its treatment are,
obviously, much more complicated
today. For one thing, in the past there
was not the large selection ofmood-al-
teringsubstances that are readily avail-
bletoday. The choice of either alcohol
or heroin kept things simple.

Dual-diagnosed patients had not yet
been identified or; if one was iden-
tified, no one quite knew what to do
with him. And drug abuse was nova
problem that industry was ready to
deal with anyway. If you were an ad-
dict you were, fired, plain and simple.
Producing scare films like "Reefer
Madness" was thought to be the best
way to reach dope-crazed potheads
and cokies of the 1940s! Interdiction
was somewhat effective and stiff jail
sentences probably did serve as a de-
terrent in the 1950s. As for the 1960s,
nothing was done. This was the period
of mind-expanding experiences
through chemistry that many of us re-
member so wel I:The 1970s ushered in
the Therapeutic Community and the

1980s was the decade of the 28-day
Minnesota Model rehabilitation pro-
gram. God bless it.

NEW TREATMENT CHALLENGES

This is the 1990s. From a treatment
perspective, iYs probably time to take
a look at what we're doing. Some of
this stuff works today, but much of
what works needs improvement. Re-
lapse rates are too high and drugs like
cocaine are readily available. Maybe
we have to put more time and money
into education and research in orderto
develop dynamic treatment ap-
proaches that incorporate the best of
what we know in order to pick up
where the Minnesota Model leaves
off.

Contrary to the implied message in
the work "model"—that one size fits
all—new treatment strategies will
need to emphasize adaptability. Vari-
able stays and individualized plans
will better serve the patient's unique
treatment needs. Assessing environ-
mental differences and creating treat-
ment planning is likely to impact fa-
vorably on treatment outcomes.
Cocaine is everywhere, for sure, but a
group of cocaine-addicted employees
from Des Moines, Scottsbluff and St.
Cloud may be different from groups in
Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles
and New York City.
New strategies need to consider

these and other variables through spe-
cificinpatient and intensive outpatient
protocols. These protocols should
penetrate denial, facilitate recovery,
and establish relapse prevention strat-
egies. They should challenge the sub-
stance abuser to remain drug-free no
matter what. This is easier said than
done, of course, but such changes
must be considered.
As was stated at the top of this arti-

cle, EAPs are in a period of both
growth and survival. Existing EAPs
which have demonstrated financial
and recovery success rates will be-
comeeven more important to work or-

ganizations during the 1990s. Margi-
nal EAPs, on the other hand, are likely
to be dropped or taken over by exter-
nal EAPs with strong managed care
components. Remember, managed
care means both managed treatment
and managed costs! If a cost benefit
can't be expressed in financial terms, it
doesn't exist. And while reducing
chemical dependency services is one
way to reduce costs—that is, until the
problems show up again as other ill-
ness, workplace accidents and com-
pensation claims—real cost reduction
will be achieved only through diligent
case management and proven chemical
dependency treatment approaches. In
tandem these improvements will help
EAPs to meet the needs and expecta-
tions of work organizations. ❑

LOGICAL
SYSTEM

SOLUTIONS
INC.

designed for use by both
internal and external EAPs

P.O. Box 431
Croton, N.Y. 10520
(800)421-6429
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EAP
INFOTRACKS

EAPs in U.S. School Systems
tudent assistance programs have
proliferated throughout the public
school system in the United

States, thanks in large part to state and
federal initiatives. The American pub-
lic has shown that it wants youth to be
aware of the dangers of substance
abuse and to have help available when
problems develop, but does it have the
same concern about teacher sub-
stance abuse?
A large body of literature is being

built on SAPS, but research and descrip-
tions of school-district EAPs is almost
totally absent. John D. Rochowicz,
Ed.D.,. who recently received his doc-
torate degree from Temple University in
educational administration, conducted a
study from May through July 1989 on
the dynamics of EAP development in

U.S. school systems. The project was
the basis for his doctoral dissertation.

Stratified by state, "~,
502 school district
—3.2 % of all sys-
tems—were se- y ~ ~~~`~~
lected for this sur- ,` {~
vey using anation-
al listing and com- ; ~
puter-generated
random numbers.
Rochowicz got 343
usable responses
(68.3 %) John Rochowicz, Ed.D.

The most striking statistic is that onl y
28 districts, or 8.2% of respondents,
reported having an EAP. New Jersey
and New York accounted for nine of
the school districts with EAPs.

Districts with student enrollments

greater. than 1,000 accounted for
85.7% of EAPs. Only one-third of
those districts with EAPs identified
their locales as being completely rural
(no suburban or urban qualities). Of
those districts with EAPs, 28.6% re-
ported that their employees requested
one.
Only 10.7% of current school-sys-

tem EAPs were implemented prior to
1983. Approximately two-thirds of all
EAPs in this survey were implemented
from mid-1985 to present. Survey re-
sponses suggest that 40% of all U.S.
school systems will have EAPs by the
end of 1995.

Respondents without EAPs in their
districts reported that the most signifi-
cant barriers to implementation are:
cost (49.8%), questionable need

near. ~:

Many rehabs think the EAP's job is finished when he or she refers a panent. Not so.
Smithers' counselors are trained to report fully and report often to the referral source.
Smithers Alcoholism Treatment Center, a division of 5t. Luke's/Roosevelt Hospital,
428 West 59 Street, IVew York, NY 10019 212/523-6491 JCAH Aecredited
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(19.1 %), public/board attitude
(11.3%), and adminis±rative difficul-
ties (10.2%). Sixty percent of these. re-
spondents indicated that they would
pursue the establishment of an EAP if
employees requested one. More than
40 %indicated that they were unaware
of EAPs until they received the survey.
Of the 343 districts surveyed, 132

(38.5%) reported having had adminis-
trative confrontations with 346 em-
ployees regarding suspected alcohol-
or drug-related behavior during the
past three years. One-third of districts
without EAPs reported having these
confrontations, compared to three-
fourths ofdistricts with programs.

Here are other data tabulated by
Rochowicz about school systems with
EAPs.
~ 85.7% reported using external con-

FROM EAPA's RESOURCE CENTER

Related to the Exchange's coverage
of managed care, which runs on
pages 14-20 EAPA's Resource Cen-
ter has a variety of Subject Search
materials on the topics of health
care costs and managed behavioral
health care costs and managed be-
havioral health care. They have
been placed in our Subject Search
order form under the heading of
EAP Policy and Administration
and include the following titles:

■ EAP Models/Essential Ingredients
■ EAP Models/Influences
■ Managed Care/Alternative
Therapies

■Managed Care/Cost Containment
■ Managed Care/EAPs
■ Managed Care/HMOs, PPOs
■ Managed Care/Overview
■ Managed Care/Utilization Review

Our Subject Search order form ap-
pears on page 7 of this issue.

EGAL ANS
Good or em to eesf p y
and the bottom line!

Employee legal problems
take time away from the job,

and affect productivity.

If your secretary is worrying about

her son's arrest ... or your top

salesman is hassling with a home

improvement contractor ...they're

not thinking about their work.

With a Core Plan from

LAWPHONE, your employees get

professional legal advice from

experienced Private Attorneys by

telephone or in person.

LAWPHONE gives employees the

guidance they need without

involving company staff in

employee's personal legal problems.

Companies of all sizes are setting

up legal plans. The Big Four auto

companies, computer companies,

stock brokerages, manufacturers,

service companies and restaurants.

Even cities, school boards, hospitals

and universities.

LAWPHONE is flexible. Our plans

can be structured as Employee

Assistance Programs, as telephone

advice and referral sevices, or as a

full-service legal insurance policy,

providing legal advice and legal fee

reimbursement

Our legal plans can be offered

through cafeteria plans. Payroll

deduction plans. Collective

bargaining. Even through fully paid

plans. The low cost will surprise

you.

For more information on a legal
plan for your company, call us

toll free at:

1-800-255-3352
or write:

Advisory Communications Systems, Inc.
4501 Forbes Blvd. •Lanham, MD 20706



tractors/consultants as the service pro-
vider.
• 55.6% reported "assess and refer"
EAP services only.
• 44.6% reported at least some provi-
sion of counseling services.
• Respondents estimated that 5% of
district staff use EAP services each
year.
• 18% of annual EAP usage was
through supervisory referral.
• 30.8% reported their EAP to be a
contractual staff benefit.
• The annual cost per employee of an
EAP was $11.04 (compared to a simi-
lar wellness program cost of $54.10)
and this fee was paid by the district in
nearly every case.
• 60% of EAPs were initiated by a dis-

trict administrator.
In addition to the numerical data,

Rochowicz drew some additional
conclusions and recommendations
from the responses. He says that
teacher substance abuse and mental
health issues can pose a very trying
public relations dilemma for educa-
tional leaders. School district adminis-
trators understandably report them-
selves to be in the most stressful posi-
tion in the district and that they view
EAPs favorably, being a resource to
call upon with troubled employees
and to help them reduce on-the-job
stress. While funding for a program
was reported to pose the greatest bar-
rier to implementation, most respon-
dents appeared to lack information

about EAPs and may have been over-
estimating the cost of developing a
program.
Rochowicz believes that EAP con-

tractors should market school districts
aggressively, initiating contact with
the district superintendent. He notes
that the National Education Association
advocates EAPs. NEA's Resolution E-
41 reads, in part: "The Association
supports EAPs as a voluntary resource
that would assist school employees
who are experiencing significant pro-
fessional orpersonal problems by pro-
viding confidential, professional
counseling leading to improved health
and job effectiveness"

Attention must be directed toward
tailoring services to meet particular

Personalized Concerned Care
for adults and adolescents, including a full complement
of psychiatric care and addiction treatment programs

24 Hour Helpline 1.800-?32-9808

The cocaine abuser who is able to maintain an adequate level of functioning can
often be helped to attain a drug free state in an outpatient setting. South Oaks'
Intensive Outpatient Cocaine Treaetment Program, under the direction of Sheila
Blume, M.D. , treats such individuals through a specialized and conveniently scheduled
program that includes individual and groin psychotherapy, education, self-help groups,
employee assistance services and family services.

ADMINISTRATION
Leonard W. Krinsky, Ph.D., Diplomats, Executive Director
Chester J. Omiecinski, Administrator

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Suphi Surmeli, M.D., Diplomats, Clinical Director
Franklin Laviola, M.D., Diplomats,

Assistant Clinical Director

Psychiatry
Sheila B. Blume, M.D., C.A.C., Diplomats
Alfred Ettinger, M.D., Diplomats
Ira Kishner, M.D., Diplomats
Stephen T. Lincks, M.D., Diplomats
Main Lipschutz, M.D., Diplomats
Douglas A. Marcus, M.D., Diplomats
Hagop Mashikian, M.D., Diplomats
Cevat Neziroglu M.D.

Matilda Rice, M.D., Diplomate Sera(enin Tombuloglu, M.D., Diplomate
Gerald Roskin, M.D., Diplomats Sivachandra Vallury, M.D., Diplomats
Nicholas Samios, M.D., Diplomats Psychological Services
Mark J. Sedler, M.D., Diplomats Wager Donheiser, Ph.D., Diplomats, Director
Edward R. Sodaro, M.D., Diplomats Barbara Bogorad, Psy.D.
Mallie Taylor, M.D., Diplomats Robert Carrere, Ph. D.
Kenneth Tishler, M.D., Diplomats Ann M. Kurz, Ph.D.

,~ Internal Medicine~~

:~ ~ ~. -:":SOUTH Julian Schwartz, M.D., Director
x {.

OAKS
Ruben Almazan, M.D., Diplomats
NevzatKaratas, M.D.

-~ ~ HOSPITAL So~;a,se,~,~es
`' A COMPREHENSIVE

~~~ MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
Dianne Knight, M.S.W., Director

~ Es[abllshed ]882 Nursing Serv(ces
aoo Sunrise Highway Una Wards, R.N., Director
Amityville, Long Island,

Tadao Ogura, M.D., Diplomats New York 11701 Professional Education
(5ts) 2sa-a000 Sidney Merlis, M.D., Diplomats, Director

South Oaks Hospital is fully accredited Uy she Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
and the American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children
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concerns for educators, such as public
scrutiny, confidentiality, small district
sizes and consortium fee schedules.
Rochowicz believes that a fivefold in-
crease in school district EAPs during
the next five years is a respectable
goal.

NEW EAPA
CHAPER OFFICERS

NEW YORK C17Y CHAPTER

President—Claire Fleming, CSW,

CAC, CEAP, EAP Director, NYC De-
partment of General Services

Vice President—Roger Herman, Di-
rector, Health Assistance Program,
Amalgamated Life Insurance Company

Secretary—Hazel Lacks
Treasurer—Joseph Murray, Direc-

tor, New York Construction Industry
Program.

Claire Fleming also serves on the
National EAPA Board of Directors, as
chair of the Advisory Committee to the
Exchange. The new chapter officers
will assume office on September 1.

LESLEY COLLEGE
ACCEPTING APS
FOR 1991
CURRICULUM CYCLE
Lesley College, of Cambridge,

Massachusetts, offers a master de-
gree program in the management of
substance abuse services and EAPs in
cycles that begin each spring. Applica-
tions are now being accepted from

now until January 10 for the cycle that
begins the spring of 1991 . This three-
year, long-distance curriculum which
includes a series of one-week resiclen-
cies in Cambridge is designed for mid-
careermanagers and experienced pro-
fessionals.

Interested persons should contact
Dr. Barry Sugarman, Lesley College,
Management Division, 29 Everett
Street, Cambridge, MA 02138-2790;
(617) 868-9600 or 1-800-999-1959,
ext. 466.

MEMBERS ON
THE MOVE
DENNIS DERR has been named Cor-

porate Manager of Employee Assi-

tance and Health Promotion for Mobil

The Oxford Institute
at Hilton Head, South Carolina

Announces the opening of its new facilities
for alcohol and drug abuse treatment—September 1990

22-bed adult residential program •Impaired health professional program
• Family program •Continuing care •Education and research

,-. J.C.A.H.O. Accredited Call 1-800-726-4044

A health care partner of
SL John Hospital and Medical Center

Detroit, MI

~ o ,
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Corporation. He is working out of
Princeton, New Jersey. Previously,
Derr worked for 13 years at Michigan
Bell. While there, he served as director
of employee assistance, handling both
EAP and wellness programming.

Derr can be contacted at: Mobil
Corporation, P.O. Box 1038, Room
207, Princeton, NJ 08543-1038; (609)
951-5116.

BUNN IS ELECTED
AS NAADAC OFFICER
The National Association of Alco-

holism and Drug Abuse Coun-
selors recently held its. elections for na-
tional officers. One of EAPA's best-
known and long-term members, Jere
Bunn, has been named president-
elect. Bunn is corporate manager of
the EAP atOwens-Corning Fiberglas in
Toledo, Ohio.

UNIV. OF MD HOSTS
ITS FIRST RESIDENTIAL
EAP SCHOOL
The University of Maryland College

of Business and Management and
School of Social Work teamed up for
its first "Residential School on EAP
Management and Clinical Practice,"
held in Baltimore, MD on April 29-
May 4. Thirty-seven people partici-
pated, representing a variety of organi-
zations from around the country and
overseas.
The program director was Dr. Dale

Masi of UM's School of Social Work.
The program was presented along four
tracks: knowledge of work organiza-
tions, marketing EAP design and
evaluation, and clinical skill & knowl-
edge of addictions.
Among the presenters who lectured

students were EAPA Executive Direc-
torTom Delaney and Dr. Muriel Gray,
an EACC commissioner. ❑
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CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION

• Examination Date: November 17,
1990; application deadline: October
10, 1990.

For more information, contact: Em-
ployee Assistance Certification Com-
mission, c/o EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax
Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA
22203; (703) 522-6272.

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING

For reference, the PDH Content Areas
are: Area 1—Work Organizations;
Area 2—Human Resources Develop-
ment; Area 3—EAP Policy and Admin-
istration; Area 4—EAP Direct Serv-
ices; Area 5—Chemical Dependency
and Addictions; and Area 6—Personal
and Psychological Problems. For spe-
cific questions on the recertification
requirements by Content Area, call the
EACC at (703) 522-6272. For informa-
tion on coursework, use the contact
persons identified in the listings below.

Problems of Addiction in Labor &
Management (PALM) will sponsor
workshops in Grand Rapids, MI,
Chicago, IL, and various locations in
California from July through De-
cember. All have been approved for
2.5 PDHs. For more information con-
tact: Darlene Castillo, PALM, 2130
West 9th Street, Suite 103, Los
Angeles, CA 90006; (213) 738-8864.
The Nevada Bureau of Alcohol and

Drug Abuse will hold its Labor/Man-
agement Institute on August 13-17 in
Las Vegas, NV. The Institute has been
approved for 2 PDHs in Area 1, 21
PDHs in Area 3, 6 PDHs in Area 4, and
4 PDHs in Area 5, for a total of 33
PDHs. For more information contact:
Gaylon M. "Red" Roe, CEAP, Nevada
Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, at
(702) 687-4790.

The EAPA Erie/Ontario (NY) Chap-
ter will sponsor "EAPs and Managed
Care: ATwo-Party System" (1 PDH in
Area 3) on August 21 and "Record
Keeping and Statistical Reports: Just

More Paperwork or a Method for
Quality Assurance?" (1 PDH in Area 3)
on October 16. Both events will be
held in Buffalo, NY. For more informa-
tion contact: Steven W. Hanson,
CEAP, EAPA Erie-Ontario Chapter,
P.O. Box 1021, West Side Station,
Buffalo, NY 14213; (716) 885-2261.
The EAPA Arizona Chapter wi I I host

"The Traumatized Child" (1 PDH in
Area 6) on September 6 in Phoenix,
AZ. For more information contact Linda
Morrissey at 1200 N. 77th Street,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257.
The Mediplex Group, Inc. will host

the following programs in Smithtown,
NY:
• "Stressed for Success? Issues of EAP
Professionals and Others Working on
Their Own" (2 PDHs in Area 6), on
September 7. • "EAP Confidentiality:
Problems &Considerations" (2 PDHs
in Area 3), on October 5. • "Eating
Disorders" (2 PDHs in Area 5), on
November 2. • "Incest, Sexual Abuse
& Chemical Dependency" (2 PDHs in
Area 6), on December 7. For more in-
formation contact: Amy Yancey, The
Mediplex Group, Inc., 300 Rabro
Drive, Hauppauge, NY 11788; (516)
582-9883.
The EAPA Ark-La-Tex Chapter will

sponsor the program "EAP and Drug
Testing" (2 PDHs in Area 3) in Tyler,
TX on September 21. For more infor-
mation contact: Shirley Goller, Presi-
dent, Ark-La-Tex Chapter, 3305 Rich-
mond Road, P.O. Box 5625, Texarkana,
TX 75505; (214) 832-1899.
The South Carolina Employee As•

sistance Network will host "Sexual
HarassmenbDiscrimination in the
Workplace" (2 PDHs in Area 2, 3
PDHs in Area 4) on September 22 in
Columbia, SC. For more information
contact: John C. Thomas, MA, LPC,
NCC, 134 North Hospital Drive, West
Columbia, SC 29169; (803) 791-8460.
The Ohio Center for Occupational

Safety and Health wi I I present a pro-
gram on September 25 that includes a
total of 10 workshops which have
been approved for 1 or 2 PDHs each.
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The PDHs cover various Content Areas.
For more information contact: Wil-
liam Barber, CEAP, Ohio Center for
Occupational Safety and Health, 1920
Bloomfield Road, New Concord, OH
43762; (614) 439-4787.
REAP of Milford, Inc. will host a

workshop on September 27-30 in
Brattleboro, VT that has been ap-
proved for 17.5 PDHs, all in Areas 3
and 4. Each day, separate topics will
be covered, including managing fed-
eral regulations (railroad industry),
EAP marketing, EAP training, and inte-
grating EAP into HRM and managed
health care. For more information
contact: Jacqueline Harrigan, CEAP,
REAP of Milford, Inc., 9 Seaview Avenue,
Milford, CT 06460; (203) 874-3639.
Gannon University's Institute for

Management Education will present
"How to Locate Hard-to-Find Dollars:
Researching and Writing" (3 PDHs in
Area 1) on December 5 in Erie, PA. For
more information contact: Darcy
Young, Medical Education, Villa
Maria College/Gannon University,

2551 W. 8th Street, Erie, PA 16541;
(814) 838-5506.

OTHER TRAINING

The National Treatment Consortium
for Alcohol and Other Drugs wi I I present
the National Conference on Treatment
Initiatives on August 26-28 in Bethesda,
MD. For more information, contact:
Jeff Kramer, National Treatment Con-
sortium, P.O. Box 1294, Washington,
DC 20013; (301) 794-8623.
The Oxford Institute Network of

Care will sponsor the Hilton Head Ad-
dictions Conference on September 8-
11 on Hilton Head Island, SC. Among
the speakers will be Drs. John Wal-
lace, Claudia Black, Douglas Talbott,
LeClair Bissell, and others. For more
information call Mary Johnson at 1-
800-726-4044.

Father Martin's Ashley will present
the conference Recovery Connection
'90 on October 3-7 in Hunt Valley,
MD. The theme will be "The Anatomy
of Recovery." For more information
contact Mrs. Pat Hitchcock, Confer-
ence Coordinator, at 1-800-638-5430

or (301) 272-1975.
Professional Addictions Training

will hold its 2nd National Adolescent
Addictions Conference on November 1-3
in Dallas, TX. The theme will be "The
Nineties...A Decade of Progress." For
more information contact: NAAC,
Professional Addictions Training, P.O.
Box 2079, Redmond, WA 98073-
2079; 1-800-622-7762 or (206) 867-
5024.
The American Psychological Asso-

ciation will present a conference with
the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health on November 15-17
in Washington, DC. The themewill be
"Work and Well-Being: An Agenda for
the 90s." For more information contact
the Public Interest Directorate at (202)
955-7754 or 7784.
Munson Medical Center of Traverse

City, MI will host "Breaking Free:
From Co-Dependency to Interdepen-
dency" (3.5 PDHs in Area 5, 3 PDHs
in Area 6) on October 5. For more in-
formation contact: Marjorie Middel,
Munson Medical Center, 1105 Sixth
Street, Traverse City, MI 49684; (616)
922-9382. ❑

P H I L A D E L P H I A

SYMPOSIUM oN ADDICTIONS
October 15.16, 1990

Altered States/Altered Minds:
Chemical Dependency in the Nineties

Keynote Speakers: Arnold Washton, Ph.D.; Charles O'Brien, M.D.
Yvonne Kaye, Ph.D.; George DeLeon, Ph.D.

Adam's Mark Hotel, Philadelphia, PA

Credit for AMA & APA Category I, ANA, CEU, CAC

For more information please write to the Conference Coordinator,
Continui Mental Health Education, Medical Colle e of Penns lvania, 

MEDICAL
~ g y COLLEGE

3200 Henry Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19129.Or call (215) 842-4340. ~r r~~~„y~~a~~,
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HOW AN EXTERNAL EAP CAN
PREPARE AND USE AN OPERATING BUDGET
by Cliff Goldberg, BBA, M.Ed., CEAP
Institute for Human Resources, Inc.
Rockville, Maryland

n November 1989, management at
the Institute For Human Resources,
Inc. dutifully completed annual

budgetary predictions for FY90, Using
a combination of scientific guesswork
and prognostication, we constructed a
portrait of our financial landscape for
the coming year. By April 1990, we
had already achieved total 1990 sales
goals and our budget was completely
outdated.
Many managers approach the prepara-

tion of budgets with the same degree of
enthusiasm as that of personal income
tax statements. It is perceived as a
necessary annual ritual, demanded by
others, with little application to day-
to-day life. Yet, any good businessper-
son would be quick to point out that
budgeting should be an active, ongoing
corporate process, just as tax planning
is an ongoing personal process.
With the advent of spreadsheet pro-

grams, such as Lotus 1-2-3, the work
of building and manipulating budgets
has been greatly reduced. It is possible
to construct computer-generated budge-
tary models with only an intermediate
knowledge of computer program-
ming. Unlike the old days of manual
spreadsheets and desktop calculators,
computer spreadsheet programs can
quantify the impact of various sets of
assumptions in minutes.
A budget is a dynamic tool that, used

correctly, can assist in predicting the
potential impact of critical business
decisions. Furthermore, awell-con-
structed budget that is updated to re-
flect current company conditions can
give an accurate reflection of a firm's
performance in relation to its goals.

In a dynamic business environment
such as the EAP field, it is wise to update
budgetary projections periodically
during the course of the year. Like a
ship that is navigating across an ocean,
directional sightings and mid-course
corrections are needed to stay on target.
The construction of the budget
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"In a dynamic business
environment such as the
EAP field, it is wise to
upgrade budgetary

projections periodically
during the course of the

year."

should involve department managers
as well as the corporate controller and
CEO. Participation in the process
helps managers understand their func-
tions in relation to the business as a
whole and enhances predictability
and a sense of responsibility for their
areas of operation. Furthermore;
periodically issuing revised budget re-
ports to managers provides a bench-
mark from which performance can be
gauged.
Three years ago, IHR decided to

change from a cash to accrual ac-
counting method. Accounting on a
cash basis typical ly has too many wide
financial swings that can create an un-
realisticpicture of a firm's profitability.
We have found that when some con-
tracts are on a prepaid basis and ex-
penses are incurred during a period
other than when corresponding revenue
is earned, it is easier to get an accurate
financial picture byemployingaccrual
accounting. In the accrual method,
revenue and expenses are recorded
when they are incurred rather than
when they are received or paid. The
discussion on projected budgets
which follows is based on the accrual
method.

BUILDING A
MEANINGFUL BUDGET

An operating budget reflects projected
revenue and expenses of a firm for a
specified period of time. The financial
budget contains cash requirements
and balance sheet projections. Typi-
cally, it includes additional informa-

tion on cash-flow finances such as bor-
rowing and investments. In combina-
tion, the operating budget and finan-
cial budget comprise the master
budget. Because most budgeters in an
EAP firm are primarily concerned with
the operating budget, this article will
focus exclusively on that portion of
budget planning.
The sales forecast forms the corner-

stone of the operating budget. Sales
must be projected as scientifically as
possible due to its pivotal importance
in the budgetary process. All service-
delivery expenses and many adminis-
trative cost projections are determined
by estimated sales. Cash projections
and projected balance sheets are also
impacted by sales projections.

LOOKING AT TRENDS

The first step in a budgetary process is
to take a focused look at how the com-
pany has historically performed in the
context of market conditions. Has rev-
enue been steadily changing? Is this
trend going to accelerate or remain
constant? Are salary levels changing?
What impact has inflation had on ex-
penses? What is the competitive con-
dition of the marketplace?

This global analysis helps to develop
insights on the future. For example, if
competition has remained constant
and the market is more receptive to
purchasing EAP services, then as-
sumptions can be made about growth
in sales.

FORECASTING SALES AND
PROJECTING REVENUE

The second step in budgeting is the
preparation of a sales forecast. Be-

CLIFF GOLDBERG, BBA, M.ED., CEAP is
Senior Vice President—Administration at
the Institute for Human Resources, Inc., a
national EAP firm headquartered in subur-
ban Washington, DC. Previously, Goldberg
established and managed the business of-
fice for the Georgetown University Library
System and was a budget analyst with the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
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cause sales figures Ind revenue pro-
jections are the anchor points for all
other forecasts, they must be projected
conservatively but realistically. The
resulting data help with analyzing
cash flow, hiring new staff in a timely
fashion, projecting office space Ind
equipment needs, and mlking a host
of other critical decisions. Chart 1 de-
picts three months of revenue projec-
tions, using the accrual method, for a
hypothetical EAP firm.

In this exlmple, revenue is generat-
ed beginning in January at an existing
$1, 000, 000 per yea r pace, or $83, 333
per month. Projected contract starts in
January have a total value of $24,000
per year. These new contracts yield
$2,000 per month in new revenue.
Conversely, budgeting must account
for contracts that will terminate at vari-
ous points throughout the year. Con-
tracts with an annual worth of $3,000
are projected to cancel each month,
for a monthly loss of $250. From these
factors, monthly revenue for January
can be calculated according to this
formula:

Revenue from existing contracts
($83, 000), plus revenue accrued from
new sales ($2,000), minus monthly
revenue' lost due to contract termina-
tions(-$250), equalsnetinonthlyreve-
nue ($85,083).

The net monthly revenue from the
prior month becomes the beginning
revenue figure for the following
month. Thus, January's ending reve-
nue of $85,083 becomes the starting
point of calculations for February. If

the projections in Chart 1 were carried
forward for the entire year, total 1991
revenue would equal $1,365,000, an
increase of $365,000 over the starting
point for the year.

SALARIES

Another major portion of the budget is
for payment of salaries. The calcula-
tion for determining the need for addi-
tional staff is fairly straightforward.

Here is an example of how counsel-
ing-staff needs can be projected: First,
establish the average capitated rate of
your EAP. Assume it is $20/employee/
year. Next, determine an average
number of employees that one coun-
selor can cover. Assume it is 3,500
employees. By multiplying the rate
($20) times the average counselor load
(3,500), we derive an answer ($70,000)
expressed in terms of new sales
needed before another counselor can
be added.
The same type of formula can be ap-

plied to management staff, as well as
administrative and triage personnel. If
a firm utilizes affiliate counselors in
addition to staff counselors, then the
ratio of sales-per-staff-counselor will
increase proportionately, since af-
filiates will handle part of the
caseload.
When projecting salaries, raises and

bonuses must be anticipated, as well
as benefits. Due to its direct relation to
salaries, benefits (including taxes) can
usually be calculated as a straight per-
centage of salaries.

OTHER EXPENSES

In constructing budgets, many ex-

pense items must simply be analyzecl
in relation to anticipated operations.
For instance, a company may plan to
expand marketing into another territory
and need to invest in office space, tele-
phones, support services, etc: How-
ever, some expenses may be variable
with revenue. Allocations for these ex-
penses may be set by calculating a
simple ratio between the revenue end
the expense.

For example, a company has deter-
mined from a review of data accumu-
lated over years that printing expense
had consistently equaled four percent
of revenue. The percentage was cle-
rived by dividing a printing expense
($40,000) by revenue ($1,000,000).
The result-4%, or .04—is then multi-
plied by next year's anticipated revenue
($1,365,000) to derive the printing
budget.

It may be advantageous to use this
shorthand calculation for numerous
line items such as postage, office
supplies, telephones, etc. However, it
should not be used if years of experi-
ence does not yield a consistent pat-
tern, and it should not be used to cal-
culate expenses for salaries, deprecia-
tion, equipment and other expenses that
may vary.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION...

This concludes a brief look at aspects
of the operating budget. Although
often overlooked, the budget can play
a dynamic role in EAP business manage-
ment.
Among the many fine reference

books available that describe budgets
and the budgetary process in greater
detail are: Accounting Princip/es, Jack
L. Smith, et.al., McGraw Hill, Inc.,
1989; and Fundamental Accounting
Princip/es, William W. Pyle, Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1984. ❑
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Thp hgmd cry5lai on the Irani of yvm card is temoeraNre senvdve antl woks on Ine ~
pnnpp~e Inai coltl ri;~MS are Otlen n sign (A lenvon- due to 1CSiricled GrcWaiiun

WRAP SIrPSS i5 n01 do U~COlI~It10n f.On4ilrOn fUt 3fly 0~ US. It CND UQ T Cd11SC 0~

roncem when n becomes consiani antl eacess~v2
E[eauiYe siroq .s often mfeneialeo wnn ceROnai pro0~ems This ¢where .

WE CAN HELP
An EmDlcyee end Mmpemen~ Resource

Employ~et: p yvu are nannq pr~0iems wart!
A;mnul!Drups • Marilavfamuy • FmoUOnaitStrees • f~nenwatr0lne~

M~npert: a you navr, an employee xnn a pattern o!
• AOZP.nlee~srn • T3rtlineSS ' ~`R~a1! (IEle~iotaUUn m pP, 11o1riNnf.0
. PemapS a ce~surei D~pD~ern is ine cause

We nre Here to'asss~ yoo in resoiwng your oroniem Help is only a pnone call away
Vou nave nutning !n pose antl a roi to qan

Froe • Fut • Conlidenllal "~' ~

•ASSOCIATION•

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
4601 N. Fairfax Drive
Suite 1001
Arlington, VA 22203

~AL.E I~RICES
LOWER THAN E\/ER

FOR 1990

• The EAP Card •The Stress Alert Card

• The Recovery Card •The Custom Card

—IN EFFECT NOW-

Xpression Products is owned and operated

by ~ 10 year EAPA ~ALMACA~ Member.

a~ 11 Today
FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLES, PRICES
AND DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
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